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Abstract
The adsorption of molecules on a surface plays a vital role in heterogeneous catalysis.
For a proper unterstanding of the reaction mechanisms involved, the adsorption ge-
ometry of the molecules on the surface needs to be known. So far, experimental data
from tunneling microscopes and spectroscopy, such as STM and IRAS are the main
ways to obtain such knowledge. Due to the vast search space of adsorption geometries,
especially for oligomers, optimizations using ab initio methods can be used to confirm
the experimental data only if good initial guesses are available. Global optimization
can serve two purposes in these situations. On the one hand it allows for a thorough
investigation of the given search space, which can provide good initial guesses for sub-
sequent high-level structural refinements. On the other hand, given a known reaction
mechanism, it could also be used to find catalysts that influence e.g. the relevant
bonds.
With respect to this idea the topic of this thesis is to find a local optimization method
cheap enough such that the total computational cost of global optimization does not
exceed availability and yet good enough that the results are meaningful to the problem
at hand. With this in mind multiple force field and semiempirical methods have been
tested and evaluated mainly on benzene, acetophenone and ethyl pyruvate on Pt(111)
surfaces. Some other adsorbates have also been tested shortly. In addition to these
global optimization results, DFT geometry optimizations of ethyl pyruvate on Pt(111)
have been performed and the structures of the best adsorption geometry from global
optimization and from DFT are compared. Furthermore, from the DFT data STM
images have been calculated that are compared to experimental results. The theoretical
and experimental STM images agree well.
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Kurzzusammenfassung
Die Adsorption von Molekülen auf einer Oberfläche spielt eine essentielle Rolle in
der heterogenen Katalyse. Zum vernünftigen Verständnis der involvierten Reaktions-
mechanismen muss die Adsorptionsgeometrie der Moleküle auf der Oberfläche bekannt
sein. Bisher sind experimentelle Daten von Tunnelmikroskopen und Spektroskopie,
wie STM und IRAS, die Hauptwege solches Wissen zu erlangen. Aufgrund des großen
Suchraums an Adsorptionsgeometrien, besonders für Oligomere, können ab initio-
Methoden nur genutzt werden, wenn gute Startstrukturen verfügbar sind. Glob-
ale Optimierungsmethoden können hier Abhilfe verschaffen und unter anderem zwei
Zwecken dienen. Einerseits ermöglicht sie eine gründliche Erforschung des gegebe-
nen Suchraums, wodurch gute Startstrukturen für folgende hochqualitative Struk-
turoptimierungen zur Verfügung gestellt werden können. Andererseits kann sie aber
beispielsweise auch bei einem bekannten Reaktionsmechanismus dazu genutzt werden
Katalysatoren zu finden, die bspw. die relevanten Bindungen beeinflussen. Daraus
ergibt sich als Thema dieser Dissertation das Finden einer Methode zur lokalen Op-
timierung, die günstig genug ist, sodass der Gesamtrechenaufwand der globalen Opti-
mierung nicht den Rahmen sprengt und dennoch gut genug ist, sodass die Resultate
bedeutungsvoll für die untersuchte Fragestellung sind. Vor diesem Hintergrund wurden
mehrere Kraftfelder und Semiempiriemethoden hauptsächlich an Benzol, Acetophenon
und Ethylpyruvat auf Pt(111) Oberflächen getestet und evaluiert. Zusätzlich zu diesen
Resultaten der globalen Optimierung wurden Geometrieoptimierungen von Ethylpyru-
vat auf Pt(111) Oberflächen auf DFT-Niveau durchgeführt und mit den besten Struk-
turen aus der globalen Optimierung verglichen. Darüberhinaus wurden aus den DFT-
Daten STM-Bilder berechnet, die mit experimentellen Daten verglichen werden. Die
theoretischen und experimentellen STM-Bilder stimmen gut überein.
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1 | Introduction
The elucidation of catalytic reaction mechanisms, especially in heterogeneous catalysis,
has long been an interesting topic in physical chemistry [1–4]. The basic idea of catalysis
is that the energy barrier of a reaction can be energetically lowered by the presence of a
catalyst. In the case of a heterogeneous catalyst, this can be explained by the surface,
of e.g. a metal, interacting with the reactants through adsorption. This would lower
the energy barrier for the reaction towards the products, for example by weakening a
specific bond in a molecule. An additional condition to a successful catalyst is that
neither the reactants nor the products may bind to the catalyst too strongly. This does
not mean that covalent bonds may not form, they do have to break relatively easily
after the reaction, though. A schematic picture of these processes is shown in Fig. 1.1.
The schema shows the uncatalyzed reaction from reactants to intermediates and then
to the products. The energy barrier for this reaction, Eg is much higher than for the
catalyzed reaction. The catalyzed reaction has multiple steps, all of which have lower
barriers. First the reactants get adsorbed to the surface, then the catalyzed reaction
happens, and finally the products are desorbed from the surface. For catalysis to occur,
the correct part of a molecule must interact with the surface. It is therefore important
to learn more about and understand the precise interaction between molecules and the
underlying surface. Different adsorption positions on a surface obviously mean different
surface environments and therefore different interactions with surface atoms. This leads
to different energy barriers for different sites, such that some sites will be favored. A
general schematic of possible adsorption sites on an fcc-crystal(111) surface is given by
Fig. 1.2. Four distinct positions that can be differentiated between, without considering
the adsorbate, are: directly on top of a surface atom (Atop), on a line between to surface
atoms (Bridge), and in a triangle between three of these surface atoms (Hollow). The
hollow sites can be differentiated further due to the underlying second layer. Half
of the hollow sites are underlaid by an atom of the second layer (Hollow-hcp), while
the other half is not (Hollow-fcc). All of these positions can interact with any part
of a molecule in different ways. The number of possible adsorption positions and the
number of interactable parts of a molecule can be considered as a combinatorial problem
then. For the goal of finding adsorption sites for molecules of interest theoretical
chemistry can supply very detailed adsorption geometries that can otherwise only be
observed indirectly. Typical experimental methods of attaining information about the
structure of an adsorbate are tunneling microscopy [6] and spectroscopy experiments
like infrared (IR) spectroscopy [7] or Raman spectroscopy [8]. Schematic images of an
STM measurement (Fig. 1.3a) and a spectroscopy (Fig. 1.3b) are shown to illustrate the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Schematic image of a surface catalyzed reaction in comparison to the equal
gas phase reaction. The energy barrier (Eg) for the gas phase reaction is much higher
than the barriers for the adsorption (Ea), (Es) for the surface catalyzed reaction and
(Ed) and the desorption barrier. Adapted after Ref. 5 p. 8.

Atop

Bridge

Hollow-hcp

Hollow-fcc

Figure 1.2: A schematic depiction of different adsorption positions on a (111) surface of
an fcc-crystal. The difference between the two types of hollow sites is that there is an
atom in the second layer underneath for the hollow-hcp site, but not for the hollow-fcc
site.
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a)
b)

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustrations of a) STM and b) spectroscopic techniques for
surface investigation. In a) a probe tip is moving across the surface, measuring the
tunneling current, in b) a molecule on a surface is irradiated and the radiation coming
back from the molecule is detected.

experimental side of the investigation into the adsorption of (catalytically interesting)
molecules. Combining information from physical and theoretical chemistry can be
highly advantageous in this field [7,9]. The main advantage of computational methods
here is in the resolution, since the geometry of an adsorbed molecule and the exact
part of the molecule that is interacting can be determined by theoretical calculations,
while the experiments can not deliver this kind of resolution. Now, in the real world
there will be a lot of molecules on a catalyst, and the temperatures allow for a wide
range of motion, such that a lot of minima may be available. Finding these by standard
optimization methods would at the very least be tedious due to the vast amount of
possibilities. This is where global optimization can show its strength in aiding with
this aim.

Global optimization1, with its capability to find energetically low adsorption geome-
tries, can be beneficial towards learning about the adsorption geometries of surface ad-
sorbed molecules [10,11]. This has previously already been shown for the gas phase [12].
The supporting information to Ref. 10 contains a detailed survey of surface global op-
timization studies that will briefly be described and expanded upon in the following
section. The following sections will give additional introductions into some of the
relevant topics.

1A longer explanation of global optimization and specifically the methods used in this thesis are
given in section 2.2.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Global Optimization approaches to molecular
adsorption on surfaces

There are several different global optimization approaches that can generally be sum-
marized into two groups:

1. Basin-Hopping (BH) or Simulated-Annealing (SA) strategies

2. Swarm-Optimization strategies and global/evolutionary algorithms (GA/EA)

Chemistry-related global optimization is mostly oriented towards finding the global
minimum structure of a given system. This means finding the deepest minimum on
a potential energy surface (PES) that has as many dimensions as there are degrees of
freedom (DOF) in the system. The search space scales exponentially with system size.
Assuming that the number of minima scales linearly with the search space, the number
of minima also scales exponentially with system size. The exact scaling, however, of
course almost certainly is dependent on the specific system in question. Due to this
exponential scaling of search space a deterministic investigation of the entire space is
not feasible and therefore non-deterministic global optimization is necessary. The BH
and SA strategies are based on the idea of giving the system enough energy to cross
barriers between minima and then slowly reducing the energy to trap the system in the
new minimum, much like the tempering of a metal in a forge, which is where the term
annealing comes from. In practice there are often Monte-Carlo-like moves involved
that move one or multiple particles directly from one position to another [13, 14]. In
the case of SA the calculation starts with a high temperature which is then slowly
reduced. Doing this very (or infinitely) slowly, this would be guaranteed to reach the
global minimum. However, this is not feasible since it would create very (or infinitely)
long trajectories. For BH this is technically realized by Monte-Carlo-like moves to get
out of one minimum and subsequent local optimization to find the next minimum.
Doing this repeatedly, one can find a variety of minima and determine the best one
among these. Additionally doing this from different starting points on the PES, the
global minimum should eventually be among the ones visited. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.4. Theoretically, the global minimum does not have to be the last point in an
MC optimization, it could also be visited at some point inbetween. In contrast to this,
GA/EA and Swarm-Optimization strategies start from a variety of starting points on
the PES in parallel and utilize this to exchange information between these points to
find new ones. This is often combined with local optimization at each step to ensure
that a minimum is found. More detail on these different approaches will be given in
the theory section.
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1.1. Global Optimization approaches to molecular adsorption on surfaces
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Figure 1.4: Schematic visualization of the two optimization variants described here and
in section 2.2. In a) only one starting point exists, from which different neighboring
minima can be reached through MCM steps. This eventually leads to one of the global
minima. In b) the black crosses represent the inital starting points, the green crosses
represent the points after one iteration of recombinations. The function used as a
stand-in for the PES is the Holder table function.

A short description of previous works related to this field should be given - a thorough
list can be found in the supporting information of Ref. 10 and citations therein, but
a short account of these shall be given here, too. Then some additional works in this
area of research from recent years are added. Of the previous studies described in
Ref. 10 two of them have used basin-hopping like strategies [15, 16], some others have
used density functional theory (DFT) to calculate molecular structures and charges,
then a force-field-molecular-dynamics (MD) to find low-energy adsorption sites and in
a final step metadynamics in order to find low-energy lattices formed by the adsorbate
[17, 18]. In another paper molecular assembly has been simulated with an extremely
simple force field and no global optimization scheme at all [19]. Monte-Carlo (MC)
methods are also employed [20–22]. MC approaches have also been used, however,
with the limitation of a hexagonal lattice of adsorption positions [22]. Coarse-graining
of molecules has also been applied to MD approaches, thus enabling very large time
steps which allow for longer simulations which, in turn, allow for assembly to take
place [23]. MC steps can also be combined with other methods named here, e.g.
MC-simulated-annealing (MC-SA) [24]. Simple, very coarse force-fields have also been
applied to the 2D-packing of a molecule layer on a surface [25]. Periodic DFT as a
local optimization with a few different 2D-cell sizes and starting positions has also
been applied [26]. Schön et al. compiled a list of literature regarding molecules on
surfaces and classified them according to their optimization model [27]. Interestingly,
none of the mentioned studies has done full global optimization on a larger number
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Chapter 1. Introduction

of molecules, investigating the self-assembly of these molecules. This concludes the
list of publications described in the supporting information of Ref. 10. It should be
noted that Ref. 10 itself is a publication in which the self-assembly of triazatriangulene
molecules on an Au(111) surface has been explored by the same types of algorithms as
employed in this present work. Only a few more publications have come out in the past
few years since the literature survey from Ref. 10, but those should also be mentioned
here. Outside of molecular assembly of molecules on surfaces there are quite a few
publications on the global optimization of metal clusters on surfaces, e.g. by Bazhenov
et al. who optimized rhodium and platinum clusters on a zirconia(111) surface [28]
using genetic algorithms (GA) in combination with projector augmented wave (PAW)
DFT and effective core potentials. In a similar fashion Sun et al. used the grand
canonical genetic algorithm (GCGA) to optimize Pt8 clusters under hydrogen pressure
on different alumina surfaces (γ-Al2O3(100) and α-Al2O3(0001)) using multiple PAW-
DFT variants with different basis set sizes [29], effectively optimizing mixed Pt8Hx

clusters. Closer to the subject Gorbunov et al. used a lattice gas model to describe
the molecular assembly of organic monolayers of an abstract molecule, defined only by
a functional group capable of forming a hydrogen bond [30]. The optimization took
place using an MC method. Su et al. used stochastic-tunneling BH with the Dreiding
force field to simulate discrete molecular dynamics of terephthalic acid on a buffer
layer of stearic acid on graphene [31, 32]. The buffer layer was optimized by the same
method. Fejer described the modeling of entire virus capsids via coarse-grained force
fields using discrete molecular dynamics [33]. This is, however, just a case of molecular
assembly without a surface, which is only interesting due to the system size involved.
To the authors knowledge no other global optimization approaches for the assembly of
molecular systems on surfaces have been published in recent years.

The global optimization approach that has been applied in this thesis is based on
evolutionary algorithms, which start from multiple different points on the potential
energy hypersurface (PES). For the local optimization a variety of methods have been
tested during this thesis. All optimizations do, however, have a few things in common.
The molecules are all fully flexible and not constrained in any way, the surface itself,
however, is kept rigid. A similar approach has been applied in the already mentioned
publication by Freibert et al. [10], the main difference here is in the employed backends
(local optimization methods), since in that publication the molecule-surface interac-
tion is only described by van-der-Waals interactions within the OPLS-aa force field
(section 2.3), which appears to be a good description for the interactions of benzene on
gold, where it is loosely bound, but not for benzene on platinum, where the interaction
is much stronger. More details about this can be found in chapter 4.

6



1.2. Aim of this work

1.2 Aim of this work
The goal of this work is to utilize Global Optimization techniques in order to find
adsorption geometries and positions of molecules on surfaces. These globally opti-
mal adsorption geometries can in turn aid in elucidating reactions that take place on
heterogeneous catalytic surfaces. Since most global optimization approaches utilize
a local optimization in each global optimization step, a local optimization method is
required that is capable of accurately describing the qualitative properties of molecules
on surfaces while not being computationally expensive. This is due to the fact that
during a global optimization a large number of local optimizations have to take place.
While for global optimizations of smaller gas phase clusters ab initio methods may be
feasible [34, 35], one would have to use a rather small piece of a surface to optimize a
molecule on top of it, e.g. utilizing a software capable of describing periodic systems.
Using computationally cheaper methods like semi-empirical models or force fields, one
can easily describe a decent piece of the surface and multiple adsorbates. With this
step delivering good candidates for adsorption structures, further optimizations on a
higher level of theory can follow and additional data can be extracted from these. A
full workflow could have the following steps:

• Global optimizations of the molecule in question (also dimers, trimers etc.)

• Identifying probable candidates for adsorption structures and positions

• Local optimization on a higher level of theory

• Postprocessing to obtain e.g. STM or IR data

• Compare to experiment

In the following chapter the theoretical background of the methods used will be de-
tailed.
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2 | Theory
In this chapter, theoretical topics important to the core of this work will be detailed.
More specifically, local and global optimization are explained – the latter with a focus
on genetic algorithms – and then the methods that have been chosen are being shown.
The methods have been chosen in hope to be able to describe the desired molecule-
surface systems.

2.1 Local Optimization
Local Optimization is usually being done by determining the gradient for a system and
then moving along the direction of said gradient (or rather into the inverse direction
of the gradient), leading to the next minimum in that direction. For example, in the
case of the steepest descent algorithm, which is probably the simplest algorithm, the
search direction is the inverse of the gradient (since the objective is to minimize and
the gradient vector points to the nearest maximum). This is given by d = −g. This is
sure to work (an even guaranteed to work in quadratic potentials), but the consecutive
steps will be orthogonal to each other. An improvement to the steepest descent are
the conjugate gradient (CG) methods. In CG methods, the step is modified to include
the previous step scaled by a factor βi (Eq. 2.1).

di = −gi + βi · di−1 (2.1)

Depending on the step width one can overshoot in that direction. Therefore many
different formulas for calculating the step size have been presented. One of these is the
Fletcher-Reeves formula (Eq. 2.2).

βPRi = dTi+1di+1

dTi di
(2.2)

The algorithm that has mainly been used in this thesis is the L-BFGS algorithm, which
is a limited-memory version of BFGS, named after Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and
Shanno1 [36–39]. As a quasi-Newton method it avoids calculation of the full Hessian
by approximating it iteratively. It is a widely used method due to its error tolerance
with regards to step size control. Quasi-Newton methods generally work by using a
quadratic expansion around the current position. The step direction is then chosen
based on the previous steps – not unsimilar to the CG methods. The step size is
chosen such that the area where the quadratic approximation is valid is not exited.

1An interesting bit about this algorithm is that the four people it is named after came up with it
independently in the same year.
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Chapter 2. Theory

2.2 Global Optimization
The idea of global optimization is to find the best configuration for a given setup within
its entire search space. In chemistry - where the property in question is often the
lowest total energy - any given problem, consisting of more than a few atoms, contains
a lot of degrees of freedom and therefore has a complicated and high-dimensional
energy landscape. Since traversing this landscape completely is generally not feasible,
several algorithms that utilize stochastic heuristic rules have been applied to these
types of problems. Within this work evolutionary algorithms are used. The naming of
these algorithms takes inspiration from nature in the way that there is a population of
individuals that get assigned a fitness value and are recombined with another individual
based on this fitness. Therefore the fittest individuals get to pass on their information
more often than less fit ones. The idea of mutation is also taken from nature and
realized by making changes to an existing individual. However, it should be noted
that this usage of nature inspired terms may actually be hindering the improvement
of global optimization algorithms by making them seemingly less comparable. A more
neutral phrasing of the ingredients that is at least as descriptive is possible and should
be used [14]. It can also be argued that the “survival of the fittest” is actually not
a global optimization at all, since the goal it strives for is rather “being good enough
to survive” while not expending too much energy in the process2 instead of actually
optimizing a feature fully. Mutation, crossover and individuals can also easily be
named by more neutral descriptors of what they are actually supposed to achieve, in
order to make it easier to compare different algorithms and even different types of
global optimization techniques. The population is basically a set of points in search
space, which is usually the potential energy surface (PES) if one wants to find the
most stable structure. This set of points can be changed towards better results in
a fitness function, where fitness, again, shows this reminiscence of “survival of the
fittest”, a more neutral name would be objective function. The two types of operations
on the points are the crossover and mutation. For crossover two points are taken and
their attributes are recombined to form two new potential solutions that have then
to be evaluated against the objective function (see Fig. 2.1). Mutation is a specific
manipulation of only a small part (e.g. a single atom in an atomic cluster) that is
randomly relocated (see Fig. 2.2). Systematically applying these steps in combination
with local optimization (locopt) of every newly created individual is typically being
done to ensure that only minima are being found. The reason for this is the fact that

2From the authors experience global optimization is also often concerned with keeping computa-
tional cost down, which may bear a different kind of likeness to evolution.
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parent 1 parent 2

child 1 child 2

recombination

Figure 2.1: An example for the recombination of two individuals in 2D space.

mutation

Figure 2.2: An example for the mutation of an individual in 2D space.
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global optimization alone is very inefficient at getting to the minimum of a funnel-
like potential well quickly, whereas this is exactly what local optimization algorithms
are designed for. In the case of cluster optimization recombination can actually be
applied in 3D space, by cutting clusters along a plane and recombining parts from
different clusters as described above. Obviously the amount of atoms or molecules in
the cluster must stay the same, so the cutting planes have to be chosen carefully. Since
this approach does not systematically scan the entire potential energy surface, there
is no way to be certain about the global optimum, one can however be reasonably
confident, when the same optimum structure is being found by multiple optimization
runs. Within our workgroup the global optimization program Ogolem [40] has been
developed by Johannes M. Dieterich and Bernd Hartke, which deploys a pool-based
evolutionary algorithm as used in this work. A schematic image describing a pool-
based optimization algorithm is shown by Fig. 2.3. The initial population is a set of
randomly generated points in search space that are optimized and evaluated according
to their objective function value. Out of this pool individuals are chosen based on the
objective function value and then recombined. With a certain percentage a mutation
may occur on any of the recombined individuals. These are then each locally optimized
and if they are sufficiently different from the individuals in the pool – either by energy
or other criteria to maintain structural diversity –, then they are added to the pool,
otherwise the new solutions will be discarded. After a stop criterion (usually a number
of recombination steps) is reached, the optimization finishes. The key advantage of
this pool-based algorithm over generational algorithms is that it avoids the bottleneck
that occurs near the end of each generation, when most of the CPU cores would be
idling until new individuals are created and distributed and thus wasting CPU time.
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create
initial
pool

finish

optimize
individuals
evaluate
fitness

pool

recombine

(mutate)

draw individuals 
based on fitness

Improvement

No improvement

stop
criterion
reached?

Figure 2.3: Scheme showing the process of a pool based global optimization scheme.

2.3 Force Fields
In general, force fields (FF) describe the interaction of particles (atoms), often by
different contributions to a total energy. Their simple nature enables calculations for
large numbers of atoms - e.g. the CHARMM force field for proteins [41,42], while their
accuracy is only limited by the quality of the parametrization and the functional form
of the force field. One such force field is the so-called OPLS-aa force field by Jorgensen
et al. [43], which will be described here as an example for force fields in general. This
force field is described by

E = Eab + Ebond + Eangle + Etorsion (2.3)

where Eab are the nonbonded interactions described by Coulomb and Lennard-Jones
terms:

Eab =
on a∑
i

on b∑
j

[
qiqje

2

rij
+ 4εij

(
σ12
ij

r12
ij

−
σ6
ij

r6
ij

)]
fij. (2.4)

These equations are also being applied to intramolecular interactions between atoms
that are more than three bonds apart. Here qi and qj are charges on atoms i and
j, rij is the distance between i and j and fij is a scaling factor that is only 6= 1
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for 1,4-interactions, where fij = 0.5. Mixing rules are being applied and therefore
σij = √σiiσjj and εij = √εiiεjj. It is worth noting that this geometric mean rule differs
from the frequently used Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules [44,45]3, where σij = σi + σj

2 .
The rule presented here is also known as the Good-Hope rule [46]. The bond stretching
is described as quadratic terms in Eq. 2.5 with the equilibrium distance req and distance
r. Similarly the angle bending in Eq. 2.6 is also a quadratic term with angles θ and
equilibrium angles θeq with the force constants Kr and Kθ.

Ebond =
∑
bonds

Kr (r − req)2 (2.5)

Eangle =
∑
angles

Kθ (θ − θeq)2 (2.6)

Lastly the dihedral angle, or torsion, is described by a Fourier expansion in Eq. 2.7.
There φi is the dihedral angle, V1, V2 and V3 are Fourier coefficients, and f1, f2 and
f3 are phase angles4.

Etorsion =
∑
i

V i
1

2 [1 + cos(φi + fi1)] + V i
2

2 [1− cos(2φi + fi2)] + V i
3

2 [1 + cos(3φi + fi3)]

(2.7)
Obviously, depending on these equations means that the bond information can not
change on-the-fly during an optimization, since a quadratic bond equation could never
describe bond breakage. The OPLS-aa torsional angles were parametrized against
RHF/6-31G∗ reference data, while the bond stretching and angle bending terms have
been taken from the AMBER AA force field [48, 49]. Additionally, OPLS-aa has been
validated against MC simulations of liquids, from which many properties (e.g. inter-
molecular and intramolecular energies, vaporization enthalpies, volumes and densities)
were derived and compared to the FF results. Another force field that has been used
is the GFN-FF based on the semiempirical GFN methods. This will be explained later
in section 2.6 due to the development being based on the semiempirical methods.

2.4 ReaxFF
The obvious advantage of ReaxFF [50] compared to force fields like OPLS or AMBER is
its ability of bond formation and bond breakage. Its inital version has been introduced

3Even though this appears the most common citation for the Berthelot rule, in written form it can
be found on page 1856 in a letter from van der Waals and in a note from Berthelot on page 1858 of
the same issue. These seem to reference the cited note, but since the publications appeared in french
this was all the author could understand from them.

4These phase angles are 0 for all the molecules presented in Ref. 43 and the Lammps implementation
apparently also does not include them [47].
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by van Duin et al. in 2001 and was created specifically for hydrocarbons. For ReaxFF
the total energy can be written as a sum of terms for bonds (Ebond), overcoordination
penalty (Eover), undercoordination penalty (Eunder), valence angles (Eval), a penalty
term for valence angles (Epen), torsion (Etors), a conjugation term (Econj), and van-
der-Waals and Coulomb terms (EvdWaals and ECoulomb).

Esystem = Ebond+Eover+Eunder+Eval+Epen+Etors+Econj+EvdWaals+ECoulomb (2.8)

When comparing Eq. 2.8 to Eq. 2.3 one can easily see that the ReaxFF energy contains
additional terms related to over- and undercoordination and valence. This change is
necessary for changing bond orders, which is required in order to describe reactions.
Therefore the main concept of ReaxFF hinges on the bond order BO′ij of an atom pair.
In Eq. 2.9 this is written as the sum of three exponential functions, one per bond type,
in the case of carbon.5

BO′ij = exp
[
pbo,1 ·

(
rij
r0

)pbo,2]
+exp

[
pbo,3 ·

(
rij
r0,π

)pbo,4]
+exp

[
pbo,5 ·

(
rij
r0,ππ

)pbo,6]
(2.9)

This allows for any and all bonds of a carbon atom to be a single, double or triple
bond. This generally can lead to an overestimation of the bond order that needs to
be corrected. This is being done by multiplication with correction factors described by
Eq. 2.10-2.156

BOij = BO′ij · f1(∆′i,∆′j) · f4(∆′i, BO′ij) · f5(∆′j, BO′ij) (2.10)

f1(∆′i,∆′j) = 1
2 ·
(

V ali + f2(∆′i,∆′j)
V ali + f2(∆′i,∆′j) + f3(∆′i,∆′j)

+

V alj + f2(∆′i,∆′j)
V alj + f2(∆′i,∆′j) + f3(∆′i,∆′j)

) (2.11)

f2(∆′i,∆′j) = exp (−λ1 ·∆′i) + exp
(
−λ1 ·∆′j

)
(2.12)

f3(∆′i,∆′j) = 1
λ2
· ln

{1
2 ·
[
exp (−λ2 ·∆′i) + exp

(
−λ2 ·∆′j

)]}
(2.13)

f4(∆′i, BO′ij) = 1
1 + exp

(
−λ3 ·

(
λ4 ·BO′ij ·BO′ij −∆′i

)
+ λ5

) (2.14)

f5(∆′j, BO′ij) = 1
1 + exp

(
−λ3 ·

(
λ4 ·BO′ij ·BO′ij −∆′j

)
+ λ5

) (2.15)

5This equation has been altered slightly from the cited publication, in order to correct the π and
ππ subscripts in accordance with the given parameters within the same publication [50].

6Another correction was made to Eq. 2.15, which included ∆′
i even though f5 is a function of ∆′

j .
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V ali is the valency of an atom i, depending on the kind of atom, ∆′i is the difference
between the calculated bond order and the valency of any given atom, which can be
written as Eq. 2.16. The λn variables are general parameters.

∆′i =
nbond∑
j=1

BO′ij − V ali. (2.16)

With all these corrections to the bond order, the bond energy can be expressed as
Eq. 2.17.

Ebond = −De ·BOij · exp
[
pbe,1

(
1−BOpbe,1

ij

)]
(2.17)

Since there may still be residual overcoordination, the energy penalty term Eover was
introduced with Eq. 2.18.

Eover = pover ·∆i ·
(

1
1 + exp (λ6 ·∆i)

)
(2.18)

Since an atom could also be undercoordinated - a simple example would be something
like a carbene CH2, there is also the undercoordination energy term in Eq. 2.19 with
the bond order correction function f6 in Eq. 2.20.

Eunder = −punder ·
1− exp (λ7 ·∆i)

1 + exp (−λ8 ·∆i)
· f6 (BOij,π,∆j) (2.19)

f6 (BOij,π,∆j) = 1
1 + λ9 · exp

(
λ10 ·

∑neighbors(i)
j=1 ∆j ·BOij,π

) (2.20)

The angle terms have to behave similarly to the bond terms in that they both have
to vanish as the bonds dissociate and the bond order goes to zero. Also similar is the
fact that the equilibrium angle Θ0 is depending on the sum of π-bond orders (SBO)
as written in Eqs. 2.21-2.31.

Eval = f7(BOij) · f7(BOjk) · f8(∆j) ·
{
ka − ka exp

[
−kb (Θ0 −Θijk)2

]}
(2.21)

f7(BOij) = 1− exp
(
−λ11 ·BOλ12

ij

)
(2.22)

f8(∆j) = 2 + exp (−λ13 ·∆j)
1 + exp (−λ13 ·∆j) + exp (pv,1 ·∆j)

·[
λ14 − (λ14 − 1) · 2 + exp(λ15 ·∆j)

1 + exp (λ15 ·∆j) + exp (−pv,2 ·∆j)

] (2.23)

SBO = ∆j − 2 ·
{

1− exp
[
−5 ·

(1
2∆j

)λ16
]}

+
neighbors(j)∑

n=1
BOjn,π (2.24)

∆j,2 = ∆j if ∆j < 0 (2.25)
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∆j,2 = 0 if ∆j ≥ 0 (2.26)
SBO2 = 0 if SBO ≤ 0 (2.27)
SBO2 = SBOλ17 if 0 < SBO < 1 (2.28)
SBO2 = 2− (2− SBO)λ17 if 1 < SBO < 2 (2.29)
SBO2 = 2 if SBO > 2 (2.30)
Θ0 = π −Θ0,0 · {1− exp [−λ18 · (2− SBO2)]} (2.31)

The Epen energy term is used to reproduce the stability of linear systems like the carbon
atoms in an allene molecule (Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33).

Epen =λ19 · f9(∆j) · exp
[
−λ20 · (BOij − 2)2

]
· exp

[
−λ20 · (BOjk − 2)2

]
(2.32)

f9(∆j) = 2 + exp (−λ21 ·∆j)
1 + exp (−λ21 ·∆j) + exp (λ22 ·∆j)

(2.33)

The torsion angles have to be treated properly with respect to the bond order as well
(Eqs. 2.34-2.36).

Etors =f10(BOij, BOjk, BOkl) · sin (Θijk) · sin (Θjkl)

·
[1
2V2 · exp

{
pl (BOjk − 3 + f11 (∆j,∆k))2

}
· (1− cos (2ωijkl)) ·

1
2V3 · (1 + cos (3ωijkl))

] (2.34)

f10 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) = [1− exp (−λ23 ·BOij)] · [1− exp (−λ23 ·BOjk)]
· [1− exp (−λ23 ·BOkl)]

(2.35)

f11 (∆j,∆k) = 2 + exp [−λ24 · (∆j + ∆k)]
1 + exp [−λ24 · (∆j + ∆k)] + exp [λ25 · (∆j + ∆k)]

(2.36)

Furthermore, the energy contribution of conjugated electrons is described in Eqs. 2.37
and 2.387.

Econj = f12 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) · λ26 ·
[
1 +

(
cos2 (ωijkl)− 1

)
· sin (Θijk) · sin (Θjkl)

]
(2.37)

f12 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) = exp
[
−λ27 ·

(
BOij −

3
2

)2]
· exp

[
−λ27 ·

(
BOjk −

3
2

)2]
·

exp
[
−λ27 ·

(
BOkl −

3
2

)2]
(2.38)

7The author has taken the liberty of changing the mixed fractions to proper fractions.
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Finally there are the van der Waals and Coulomb interactions that are being de-
scribed by a Morse-potential (Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40) and the interaction of point charges
(Eq. 2.41), respectively.

EvdWaals = Dij ·
{

exp
[
αij ·

(
1− f13 (rij)

rvdW

)]
− 2 · exp

[
1
2 · αij ·

(
1− f13 (rij)

rvdW

)]}
(2.39)

f13 (rij) =
[
rλ29
ij +

( 1
λw

)λ28
] 1
λ28

(2.40)

ECoulomb = C · qi · qjr3
ij +

(
1
γij

)3
 1

3
(2.41)

A more recent version of the force field description has been made by Chenoweth et
al. [51], but most of the equations have remained the same and the changes are not
of relevance here. The changes mainly concern differences in how the bond orders
are calculated. All in all this means that ReaxFF requires 28 general parameters and
26 atom-specific parameters, which is a multiple of the parameters in, e.g., OPLS-aa.
The vast amount of parameters in ReaxFF makes creating a parameter set for any
given problem a global optimization problem itself [52, 53]. With regards to using
ReaxFF in global optimization this means that one must proceed with caution, since
the global optimization algorithms may produce structures that are far away from
any optimal structures and even though the PES should be well behaved in regions
where reference data was used for fitting, outside of these areas the quality of the
description is unknown. Here the number of parameters means, that overfitting of the
parameters may produce great results around the reference while producing erratic
results elsewhere. Even more recently there has been an approach by Furman et al. to
smoothen some of the described functions in order to allow for better ReaxFF molecular
dynamics [54, 55]. This approach uses additional Hermite tapering polynomials to
achieve the behavior improvement.

The parametrization in the case of the parameters used in this thesis has been intended
for combustion reactions on PtNi-alloy surfaces [56]. Towards this goal the platinum
and nickel parameters have first been adjusted to accurately describe the formation en-
ergy of the alloy within 80%-120% of the optimal volume. Furthermore, the adsorption
energies of various species relevant to combustion have been used for parametrization
as well. These species are C, H, O, CO, CH, CH2, CH3, OH and H2O, which are all
much smaller than anything the parameters will be applied to in the results section
of this thesis, however the previously developed parameters for organic molecules were
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used as a starting point for this parametrization. Long-range interactions, valence an-
gles and bonded interactions were specifically considered during the parametrization
of this parameter set.

2.5 Semiempirical Approaches

In the field of semiempirical methods there are many quantum mechanical (SEQM)
methods that are widely applied. These methods are classified by their degree of
neglect of the differential overlap between atomic orbitals, which is the main reason
for their computational savings. Some semiempirical methods have been derived from
density functional theory, namely DFTB (see next section) in 1995 [57]. This method
later inspired the GFN-xTB set of methods [58, 59], which in turn resulted in a new
force field, GFN-FF, introduced in late 2019 [60]. In the following subsections, DFTB
and GFN-xTB will be described.

2.5.1 DFTB

The acronym DFTB stands for Density Functional-based Tight Binding. Based on
different, older tight-binding schemes [61] it has been introduced by Porezag et al. in
1995 [57]. In this method, Kohn-Sham DFT orbitals ψi are expressed by atom-centered
localized basis functions φµ (Eq. 2.42).

ψi (r) =
∑
ν

Cνiφν (r−Rk) (2.42)

The Kohn-Sham DFT equations in an effective one-particle potential Veff (r) can be
written as Eq. 2.43.

Ĥψi (r) = εiψi (r) , Ĥ = T̂ + Veff (r) (2.43)

This gives a sum of algebraic terms (Eq. 2.44), or the Hartree-Fock equations.

∑
ν

Cνi (Hµν − εiSµν) = 0, ∀µ, i (2.44)

This contains the Hamiltonian matrix Hµν and the overlap matrix Sµν , which are
calculated by Eq. 2.45.

Hµν =
〈
φµ|Ĥ|φν

〉
, Sµν = 〈φµ|φν〉 (2.45)
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The total energy Etot is approximated as a sum over the band-structure energy EBS
and a repulsive potential Erep (Eq. 2.46).

Etot ({Rk}) = EBS ({Rk})+Erep ({|Rk −Rl|}) =
∑
i

niεi ({Rk})+
∑
k

∑
<l

Vrep (|Rl −Rk|)

(2.46)
Here ni is the occupation number of an orbital i. The band structure energy is the sum
of eigenvalues of all occupied orbitals. The pseudoatomic wave functions are defined
as Slater-type orbitals and spherical harmonics (Eq. 2.47).

φν (r) =
∑

n,α,lν ,mν

anαr
lν+ne−αrYlνmν

r
r

(2.47)

The basis consists of five values for α and the range of n is 0 to 3. These functions
are then used to self-consistently solve modified Kohn-Sham equations (Eqs. 2.48 and
2.49).

[
T̂ + V psat (r)

]
φν (r) = εpsatν φν (r) (2.48)

V psat (r) = Vnucleus (r) + VHartree [n (r)] + V LDA
XC [n (r)] +

(
r

r0

)N
(2.49)

The solutions φν can be used in an LCAO approach. The effective one-electron poten-
tial Veff can be written as a sum of spherical atomic terms (Eq. 2.50).

Veff (r) =
∑
k

V k
0 (|r−Rk|) (2.50)

Here V0 is the Kohn-Sham potential of a neutral pseudoatom that is being compressed
by its surrounding. This approach has shown to be advantageous for integration and
specifically for describing condensed matter applications [57]. The Hamiltonian matrix
can be simplified by quite a few entries (Eq. 2.51).

Hµν =


εfree atom
µ if µ = ν〈
φAµ
∣∣∣T̂ + V A

0 + V B
0

∣∣∣φBν 〉 if A 6= B

0 otherwise

(2.51)

With the Hamiltonian completely defined, only the repulsive potential Vrep is left.
Vrep can be written as the difference between the total energy from the self consistent
calculation and the band stucture energy EBS, by rearranging Eq. 2.46 resulting in
Eq. 2.52.

Vrep (R) = Esc
LDA (R)− EBS (R) (2.52)
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The repulsive potential can then be rewritten as a sum of polynomials (Eq. 2.53).

Vrep (R) =


∑NP
n dn (Rc −R)n if (R < Rc)

0 otherwise
(2.53)

In this equation Rc is a cutoff distance at which the repulsive potential smoothly van-
ishes to zero, NP is the highest exponent of the sum of polynomials and has empirically
been found to be sufficient when NP = 5. More recent advances and rewrites of this
tight-binding approach have been made [62,63].

2.5.2 GFN-xTB methods

The GFN-xTB methods by Grimme et al. [58, 59] have been motivated by the per-
formance of the previously introduced sTDA-xTB [64]. GFN stands for the intention
to deliver accurate Geometries, Frequencies and Noncovalent interactions. The ex-
tensions (x in xTB) stand for extensions to the atomic orbital (AO) basis set and the
form of the Hamiltonian. The total energy consists of the electronic energy Eel, atomic
repulsion Erep, dispersion Edisp and halogen-bonding EXB (Eq. 2.54).

E = Eel + Erep + Edisp + EXB (2.54)

The electronic energy is given by equation 2.55.

Eel =
occ.∑
i

ni 〈ψi |H0|ψi〉+ 1
2
∑
A,B

∑
l(A)

∑
l′(B)

pAl p
B
l′ γAB,ll′ + 1

3
∑
A

ΓAq3
A − TelSel (2.55)

Here ψi are the valence molecular orbitals, ni are the occupation numbers and H0 is
the zeroth-order Hamiltonian. The sum terms are the self-consistent charge (SCC)
contributions, where qA is the Mulliken charge of atom A, ΓA is the charge derivative
of the Hubbard parameter ηA. The triple sum is over all shells l and l′ on atoms A and
B where pAl is the charge distributed over the orbital shells with angular momentum l

located at atom A (Eq. 2.56).

pAl = pA0
l −

NAO∑
ν

∑
µ∈A,µ∈l

SµνPµν (2.56)

NAO is the total number of atomic orbitals, pA0
l is the reference occupation for the

free atom. Sµν is the overlap matrix, while Pµν is the population matrix. These shell
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atomic charges can be summed up to the atomic partial charges (Eq. 2.57).

qA =
∑
l∈A

pAl (2.57)

The distance dependence of the Coulomb interactions in Eq. 2.55 is given by Eq. 2.58.

γAB,ll′ =
(

1
R
kg
AB

+ η−kg
)− 1

kg

(2.58)

RAB is the interatomic distance, kg is a global parameter and η is the average chemical
hardness of the atoms A and B, not to be confused with ηA in Eq. 2.55. η is defined
by Eq. 2.59.

η = 2
 1(

1 + κlA
)
ηA

+ 1(
1 + κl

′
B

)
ηB

−1

(2.59)

Here ηA and ηB are element-specific parameters, and κlA and κl
′
B are also element-

specific scaling factors. The orbital occupations in Eq. 2.55 do not have to be natural
numbers, fractional occupations are allowed. Due to these the electronic temperature
Tel multiplied with the electronic entropy Sel term was added. The electronic tempera-
ture is used as an adjustable parameter. The orbital occupations for the spin molecular
orbital ψi are given by Eq. 2.60.

ni (Tel) = 1
exp [(εi − εF ) / (kBTel)] + 1 (2.60)

Here εi is the orbital energy of ψi, while εF is the Fermi-level. The orbitals ψi are
expressed as a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) as in equation 2.61.

ψi =
NAO∑
µ

cµiφµ (ζ, STO-mG) (2.61)

Changing the coefficients cµi such that the electronic energy becomes minimal leads to
the eigenvalue problem that can be written as Eq. 2.62.

FC = SCε (2.62)

With the Fock matrix F , the overlap matrix S, and the MO coefficients C and eigen-
values ε. The AOs φ are Slater-Type-Orbitals (STO) comprised of Gaussian functions.
The exponents ζ are element-specific parameters. The matrix elements of the Hamil-
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tonian are calculated by an SCC-method similar to DFTB3 (Eq. 2.63).

〈φµ |F |φν〉 = 〈φµ |H0|φν〉+ 1
2Sµν

∑
C

∑
l′′

(γAC,ll′′ + γBC,l′l′′) pCl′′

+1
2Sµν

(
q2
AΓA + q2

BΓB
)

(µ ∈ l (A) , ν ∈ l′ (B))
(2.63)

The indices µ and ν describe AOs on atoms A and B with corresponding angular
momenta l and l′ as before. Additionally the second term sums over all atoms C and
their shells l′′. The H0 one electron elements are given by equation 2.64.

〈φµ |H0|φν〉 = KAB
1
2 (kl + kl′)

1
2
(
hlA + hl

′

B

)
Sµν

(
1 + kEN∆EN2

AB

)
Π (RAB,ll′) (µ ∈ l (A) , ν ∈ l′ (B))

(2.64)

Here kl and kl′ are the Hückel constants as free parameters per angular momentum
and hlA and hl

′
b are effective atomic energy levels. ∆ENAB is the difference between

the electronegativity of atoms A and B, such that ∆ENAB = ENA − ENB. kEN is a
proportionality factor, KAB is a scaling constant, that is usually 1 and only differs from
that for specific element pairs. The function Π (RAB,ll′) is depending on the distance
RAB and angular momenta l and l′ (Eq. 2.65).

Π (RAB,ll′) =
1 + kpolyA,l

(
RAB

Rcov,AB

) 1
2
1 + kpolyB,l′

(
RAB

Rcov,AB

) 1
2
 (2.65)

Here Rcov,AB is the covalent distance, which is the sum of covalent atomic radii. kpolyA,l

and kpolyB,l′ are element-specific parameters. The effective atomic energy levels, hlA, are
dependent on the D38 coordination number (CN) of atom A (Eq. 2.66).

hlA = H l
A (1 + kCN,lCNA) (l ∈ A) (2.66)

Here kCN,l are global scaling parameters for the different (s, p, d) shells. The parts of
the zero-order Hamiltonian that depend on the electronegativity, Π (RAB,ll′) and the
coordination numbers CNA and CNB should give this TB scheme more flexibility in
the covalent interactions. The fact that hlA is depending on the coordination number
enables different hybridization of e.g. s- and p-orbitals in atoms depending on their
surrounding. The repulsion energy is described by a pairwise potential (Eq. 2.67).

Erep =
∑
AB

Zeff
A Zeff

B

RAB

e−(αAαB)1/2(RAB)kf (2.67)

8This means the D3 vdW-correction by Grimme et al. [65].
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Here Zeff are effective nuclear charges fitted to reference data, kf is another global
parameter, and αA and αB are element-specific parameters. The dispersion energy is
calculated by the D3 method [65]. To alleviate some of the error within the DFTB
scheme, a halogen bonding term is introduced (Eq. 2.68).

EXB =
∑
XB

fAXBdmp kX

(
1 +

(
Rcov,AX

RAX

)12
− kX2

(
Rcov,AX

RAX

)6)
/
(
Rcov,AX

RAX

)12
(2.68)

Rcov,AX = kXR
(
rcov,A+rcov,B

)
is the covalent distance between A and B, kX , kXR

and kX2 are global parameters. The damping function carries an angle dependency
(Eq. 2.69).

fAXBdmp =
(1

2 −
1
4 cos (θAXB)

)6
(2.69)

This ensures that the correction is only acting on linear systems. An explanation for the
various errors is given in Ref. 66. In addition to this additional halogen term, the ex-
tended basis in GFN-xTB should also alleviate some of the error. The parametrization
for GFN-xTB took place by RMSD (root mean square deviation) minimization with
respect to reference data. Most of the reference data has been calculated at the hybrid
DFT level using the PBE functional. The types of data points used were geometries
in equilibrium, ∆E for distorted geometries, harmonic frequencies, atomic charges and
noncovalent interaction energies. The reference structures involved in parametrization
were mostly molecular structures, including some heavy metal complexes. The system
size was up to about one hundred atoms. Validation took place on much larger systems,
such as peptides and proteins. However, surface adsorbed structures or molecules have
not played a role in the parametrization of this method.

2.6 GFN-FF
After the development of the semiempirical GFN methods, which by now comprise
GFN0, GFN1 and GFN2, an additional force-field method called GFN-FF [60] has
been developed by Spicher et al. which shall be described here as well, as it has been
used extensively in this thesis due to the fact that is was the first method in this
work to reliably deliver molecules reasonably adsorbed on surfaces. The total energy
in GFN-FF can be written as the sum of covalent (Ecov) and non-covalent interactions
(ENCI) (Eq. 2.70).

EGFN−FF = Ecov + ENCI (2.70)

The covalent interactions are mostly the same as in other force fields (Eq. 2.71).

Ecov = Ebond + Ebend + Etors + Ebond
rep + Ebond

abs (2.71)
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2.6. GFN-FF

The non-covalent interactions can be expressed by Eq. 2.72.

ENCI = EIES + Edisp + EHB + EXB + ENCI
rep (2.72)

Here EIES is the isotropic electrostatic energy, Edisp is the dispersion energy, EHB and
EXB are terms for hydrogen and halogen bonds and ENCI

rep is the Pauli repulsion term.
The bond energy term is given by a Gaussian type function, which does allow for bond
dissociation in GFN-FF (Eq. 2.73).

Ebond =
∑
bonds

−kstr · exp
[
−ηbond

(
1 + kEN |∆EN (AB)|2

)
·
(
RAB −R0

AB

)2
]

(2.73)

The way this is implemented means that bonds can dissociate and reform, but new
bonds can not be established, making this a dissociative force field. RAB is the inter-
atomic distance, while R0

AB is a precomputed equilibrium value calculated by Eq. 2.75.
ηbond and kEN are global parameters. ∆EN = (ENA − ENB) is the difference in elec-
tronegativity between A and B, while kstr is the force constant of the bond (Eq. 2.74),
which is a function of the coordination number (fCN), the atomic charges (fqq), the
π-bond character (fπ), element type (fhvy), and if the atoms are in a ring system (frng),
kb are element specific parameters, which are fit to reference data.

kstr (AB) = fCN · fqq · fπ · fhvy · frng · kb (A) · kb (B) (2.74)

R0
AB =

(
R0
A +R0

B +Rsft

) (
1− c1 |∆EN | − c2 |∆EN |2

)
(2.75)

In Eq. 2.75 c1 and c2 are additional fitting parameters. The reference radii R0
A and

R0
B are adapted from the D3 DFT correction. Rsft is an element specific shift to the

interatomic distance. In the case of oxygen or nitrogen atoms that partake in hydrogen
bonds, the exponent in Eq. 2.73 is additionally multiplied by fCNH = (1− 0.1CNH),
where CNH is a modified coordination number from the D3 correction. The angle
bending energy is given by Eq. 2.76.

Ebend =
∑
bend

fdmpkbnd


(
θabc − θabc0

)2
θ0 ≈ π(

cos
(
θabs

)
− cos

(
θabc0

))2
else

(2.76)

The case distinction allows for specific treatment of nearly linear angles and other cases.
The bending force constant kbnd is a function of the atomic charges fqq, including small
angle corrections fsml and corrections for angles with metal as the central atom fmtl

(Eq. 2.77).
kbnd (ABC) = fqq · fsml · fmtl · ka (A) ka (B) ka (C) (2.77)
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ka are element specific angle bending force constant parameters,
fdmp = fdmp (AB) fdmp (AC) consists of the damping functions for AB and AC respec-
tively that are given by Eq. 2.78.

fdmp (AB,R) = 1

1 + kdmp

(
RAB
RcovAB

)4 (2.78)

Here the covalent distance is calculated as the sum of covalent radii Rcov
AB = Rcov

A +Rcov
B ,

kdmp is a global parameter. The damping ensures that the bending energy term vanishes
at large distances, which is necessary for the dissociation of a molecule, this is also
applied to the torsional energy. The torsional energy is given by Eq. 2.79.

Etors =
∑

torsion

fdmpktor [1 + cos (n (ψ − ψ0) + π)] (2.79)

The damping factor in this case is the product of three damping functions, one for
each bond. ψ0 is the equilibrium torsion angle, while n ensures the correct periodicity
for the torsional rotation, while ktor is the torsional force constant that determines the
barrier height for the rotational barrier. It depends on the bond character between the
atoms A and B (Eq. 2.80).

ktor = fσ · fπ · fqq · kt (AB) · kt (CD) (2.80)

Here kt are element specific torsion parameters. Since the bond term has been described
by a gaussian type function, as opposed to harmonic potentials or Lennard-Jones type
potentials, an additional repulsion term is being introduced by Eq. 2.81.

Ebond
rep =

∑
A,B

ηbondrep

Zeff
A Zeff

B

RAB

exp
(
−
√
αAαBR3

AB

)
(2.81)

Zeff
A and Zeff

B are effective nuclear valence charges and are also element specific pa-
rameters, like αA and αB. The parameter ηbondrep is a global scaling parameter for the
repulsion energy. GFN-FF also contains a treatment of three-body effects, which is
the Axilrod-Teller-Muto (ATM) term [67, 68]. In this implementation it requires the
participating atoms to be covalently bonded, so A-B and B-C must be connected. The
ATM term is shown in Eq. 2.82.

Ebond
abc =

∑
ABC

Cabc
(3 cos (θa) cos (θb) cos (θc) + 1)

(RABRACRBC)3 (2.82)
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2.6. GFN-FF

There θa,b,c are the internal angles of the triangle formed by the atoms A, B and C,
while RAB, RAC and RBC are the side lengths of the triangle. Cabc is a constant
depending on the atomic charges fq of the atoms and their scaled nuclear charges Z
(Eq. 2.83).

Cabc = fq,a · fq,b · fq,c · ηabc (ZA · ZB · ZC)
1
3 (2.83)

This three-body term is meant to be a correction to the covalent bonding term, which
is described by many-center nuclear-electron attraction and electron-electron repul-
sion integrals in QM methods. The isotropic electrostatic energy contribution EIES is
described by Eq. 2.84.

EIES =
∑
A

[
χAqA + 1

2

(
JAA + 2γAA√

π

)
q2
A +

∑
A>B

qAqB
erf (γABRAB)

RAB

]
(2.84)

Here an electronegativity equilibration (EEQ) model is used that has also been applied
in the D4 correction scheme [69]. Equation 2.84 can also be expressed in matrix form
(Eq. 2.85).

EIES = qT
(1

2Aq −X
)

(2.85)

The elements of the vector X are given by Eq. 2.86.

XA = ΩA − ENA (2.86)

The elements of the matrix AAB are given by Eq. 2.87.

AAB =

JAA + 2γAA√
π

forA = B

erf(γABRAB)
RAB

else
(2.87)

In this equation γAB = 1√
a2
A + a2

B

is a mixing term of the atomic radii aA and aB and

JAA is the atomic hardness, an element-specific parameter. XA is the modified elec-
tronegativity, which is calculated from the electronegativities that have been mentioned
before, and a scaled logarithmic coordination number, ΩA (Eq. 2.88).

ΩA = κA

√√√√log
(

1 + exp (CNmax)
1 + exp (CNmax −mCNA)

)
(2.88)

Here κA is an element-specific factor, while CNmax is the maximally possible coordi-
nation number per element and mCNA is the modified coordination number from the
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D3 correction scheme. This modified coordination number is given by equation 2.89.

mCNA = 1
2
∑
B 6=A

[
1 + erf

(
−7.5

(
RAB

Rcov
AB

− 1
))]

(2.89)

This is implemented in order to ensure reasonable electronegativities in highly coordi-
nated systems. The additional condition that the atomic charges need to sum up to
the total charge can be used as a Lagrange multiplier (Eq. 2.90).

A 1
1T 0

q

λ

 =
X

qtot

 (2.90)

This gives a set of equations that can be solved in order to obtain the proper charges
qA. In GFN-FF there is an additional set of topology-dependent charges qt where
the interaction between to atoms is not calculated as their direct distance, but as the
shortest path of covalent connections between the two atoms. This path is described
by equation 2.91.

Rtopo
AB =

A→B∑
i

ηtopoR
′cov
i (2.91)

Here ηtopo is another global scaling factor. This approach is a cheaper way to include
interactions of the chemical environment of an atom than calculating analytical deriva-
tives of the charges. The dispersion energy is calculated analogously to the D3 scheme
again (Eq. 2.92).

E
(6,8)
disp = −

∑
AB

∑
n=6,8

sn
CAB

(n)

R
(n)
AB

f
(n)
damp (RAB) (2.92)

Here the coefficients CAB
6 are calculated according to equation 2.93, and sn is for scaling

the multipole contributions. f (n)
damp is the Becke-Johnson damping function.

CAB,D3
6 = 3

π

∫ ∞
0

αA (iω)αB (iω) dω (2.93)

Here α (iω) are atom specific dynamic polarizabilities, which are also atom specific
parameters. These coefficients are then multiplied by charge-scaling functions (ζ) ac-
cording to Eq. 2.94.

CAB
6 = ζAζBCAB,D3

6 (2.94)

The charge scaling function ζ is calculated from the effective charges by Eq. 2.95.

ζA
(
zA, zA,ref

)
= exp

[
β1

{
1− exp

[
γA
(

1− zA,ref

zA

)]}]
(2.95)
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2.6. GFN-FF

Here γA is, again, the chemical hardness, while β1 is a global parameter. The effective
nuclear charge zA is the sum of nuclear charges and topological partial charges zA =
ZA + qAt . The reference charges zA,ref are precalculated for reference systems. For
hydrogen bonds an additional correction term is introduced. The hydrogen bond energy
EHB = EA−H···B

HB + EA···H···B
HB consists of two cases, where the hydrogen is either bound

to the donor A or neither to the donor nor to the acceptor B. Assuming that the
hydrogen atom is bound to the donor the energy is given by equation 2.96.

EA−H···B
HB = −

∑
AHB

f srtdmpf
lng
dmpΥout

dmpχ
α
AHB

(
ωAB
R3
AB

+ ωBH
R3
BH

)
(2.96)

In this equation ωAB and ωBH are global parameters. χαAHB is used to ensure this
contribution vanishes for weak donors of acceptors (Eq. 2.97).

χαAHB = cAa ρ
A
q c

B
b ρ

B
q ρ

H
q ηhb (2.97)

ηhb is a global scaling parameter, while cAa and cBb are global fitting parameters that
can be seen as describing the acidity/basicity of A and B. The charge functions ρq are
calculated from the topological charges and two additional global parameters kq1 and
kq2 (Eq. 2.98).

ρA,Bq =
exp

(
−kq1qA,Bt

)
exp

(
−kq1qA,Bt

)
+ kq2

(2.98)

The hydrogen charge dependency is calculated by Eq. 2.99,

ρHq =
exp

(
kq1q

H
t

)
exp (kq1qHt ) + kq2

(2.99)

The damping functions for short (Eq. 2.100) and long distances (Eq. 2.101) depend on
global parameters ηsrt, γsrt, ηlng and γlng and the covalent radii of the atoms A and B.

f srtdmp = 1

1 +
(
ηsrtR

′cov
AB

R2
AB

)γsrt (2.100)

f lngdmp = 1

1 +
(
R2
AB

ηlng

)γlng (2.101)
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Since hydrogen bonds are very angle dependent, an out-of-line damping function is also
incorporated by Υout

dmp (Eq. 2.102).

Υout
dmp = f outH

∆B∏
i

f outi (2.102)

The first term, f outH , ensures that the hydrogen bond contribution is zero for bent
arrangements (Eq. 2.103).

f outH = 2

1 + exp
[

ηHout
R

′cov
A +R′cov

B

(
RAH+RBH

RAB

)
− 1

] (2.103)

ηHout is another global parameter. Eq. 2.102 also contains a product of damping functions
for the neighbors of the hydrogen acceptor (Eq. 2.104).

f outi = 2

1 + exp
[
− η∆

out

RcovA +RcovB

(
RAi+RBi
RAB

)
− 1

] − 1 (2.104)

Again, η∆
out is a global parameter. The damping functions are roughly opposed to

Eq. 2.103 so their contributions cancel each other out and the hydrogen bond energy
becomes zero for linear arrangements with respect to the acceptor atom. This is in-
tended to account for the location of the lone-pair electrons by geometric exclusion.
For carbonyl- and nitrogen-groups the approach in Eq. 2.96 is extended by functions
for torsion (ftors (ψ)) and bending (fbend (θ)) (Eq. 2.105).

EA−H···B
HB = −

∑
AHB

f srtdmpf
lng
dmpΥout

dmpχ
α
AHB

(
ωAB
R3
AB

+ ωBH
R3
BH

)
ftors (ψ) fbend (θ) (2.105)

These functions allow for the correct angular location of the lone pairs, and thus hy-
drogen bonds, as expected for a carbonyle. The second case, where A · · ·H · · ·B, is
built with the same damping functions (Eq. 2.106).

EA···H···B
HB = −

∑
AHB

f srtdmpf
lng
dmpf

out
H

χβAHB
R3
AB

(2.106)

The neighbors of the acceptor atoms are not included in the out-of-line damping in
this case. In this case the acidity and basicity are given by Eq. 2.107.

χβAHB = cAaR
4
BH + cBa R

4
AH

R4
AH +R4

BH

·
cAb ρ

A
q R

4
AH + cBb ρ

B
q R

4
AH

R4
AH +R4

BH

· qHt (2.107)
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For halogen bonds a correction term is included, just as in the semiempirical methods,
and it is comprised of damping functions, basicity parameters and charge dependent
scaling functions similarly to the hydrogen bond corrections (Eq. 2.108).

EXB = −
∑
DXY

f srtdmpf
lng
dmpf

out
X

χαDXY
R3
XY

(2.108)

The strength of the interaction, given by χαDXY depends only on the halogen and the
acceptor (Eq. 2.109).

χαDXY = cYb ρ
Y
q c

X
b ρ

X
q (2.109)

Here cb are the basicity parameters and ρq are the charge dependent scaling functions,
as before. This concludes the description of the force field equations for GFN-FF,
which have mostly been taken from Ref. 60, except for some correcting modifications
to the equations. More additional explanations and descriptions, which have been
left out here, can be found in that publication by Spicher and Grimme [60]. The
parametrization of GFN-FF has been done similarly to the SEQM methods, but refer-
ence data has been produced using the PBE and the B97 functionals. The same types
of data have been used. The training set has mainly been extended to larger molecules
and supramolecular structures and a special focus has been laid on highly coordinated
transition metal complexes. Again, no special attention has been paid to molecular
assembly on surfaces.

2.7 Density Functional Theory (DFT)

DFT is based on the theorem by Hohenberg and Kohn [70] that the energy is directly
corresponding to the electron density ρ of a system. The original motivation was
the idea that ρ only depends on three spatial coordinates, while the wave function’s
dimension increases with the number of electrons, scaling with 4N. The main issue with
this idea is the fact that the functional connecting the electron density and the energy
is unknown and early attempts delivered poor results. This led to the current de-facto
standard DFT approach by Kohn and Sham (KS) [71], which uses an auxiliary set of
orbitals to describe the electron density. From this the kinetic energy of the electrons
can be calculated and only the exchange and correlation energy have to be described
by a functional. These contribute only a fraction of the total energy, and therefore
can be approximated by a relatively rough term and still deliver quite good results. In
KS-DFT the Hamiltonian is split into multiple parts as described in Eq. 2.110 [72].

Hλ = T + Vext (λ) + λVee (2.110)
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The following equations can also be found in Ref. [72]. Vext is an external potential
operator, which is equal to the core-electron potential Vne for λ = 1. For 0 < λ < 1
the operator has to be adjusted so that the same density is obtained. If λ = 0 the
electrons wouldn’t interact, enabling an exact solution to the Schrödinger equation as
a Slater determinant (Eq. 2.111).

TS =
Nelec∑
i=1

〈
φi

∣∣∣∣−1
2∇

2
∣∣∣∣φi〉 (2.111)

φi are molecular orbitals and ∇ is the gradient operator. Since electrons do in fact in-
teract, this is only an approximation. The kinetic energy calculated under this approx-
imation constitutes ∼ 99% of the total kinetic energy, similar to Hartree-Fock (HF).
The remaining percent of the total energy can be seen as the exchange-correlation term.
The general DFT energy can then be expressed as Eq. 2.112.

EDFT [ρ] = TS [ρ] + Ene [ρ] + J [ρ] + Exc [ρ] (2.112)

When setting this equal to the exact energy, one can write the exchange-correlation
energy as Eq. 2.113.

Exc [ρ] = (T [ρ]− TS [ρ])︸ ︷︷ ︸
kinetic correlation

+ (Eee [ρ]− J [ρ])︸ ︷︷ ︸
potential correlation and exchange

(2.113)

Therefore the difference between KS-DFT functionals is in the description of the ex-
change and correlation. A number of properties that are necessary for the exact func-
tional can also be found in Ref. [72]. In the past decades an entire hierarchy of function-
als has developed. First there are the local density approximation (LDA) functionals,
that treat the electron density as a uniform electron gas, much like Hohenberg and
Kohn initially described [70]. Generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals
are generally considered to deliver better results than LDA functionals. The difference
is that the first derivative of the electron density is included as an additional variable,
and there are also additional restrictions on the integration of Fermi and Coulomb holes.
One such functional is named after its’ creators Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof (PBE). In the
case of this functional the exchange part is simply a function multiplied with the LDA
exchange part (Eq. 2.115).

εPBEx = εLDAx F (x) (2.114)

F (x) = 1 + a− a

1 + bx2 (2.115)
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The correlation part is an additive term to the LDA correlation part (Eq. 2.120).

εPBEc = εLDAc + h (t) (2.116)

H (t) = cf 3
3 ln

[
1 + dt2

(
1 + At2

1 + At2 + A2t4

)]
(2.117)

A = d

[
exp

(
−ε

LDA
c

cf 3
3

)
− 1

]−1

(2.118)

f3 (ζ) = 1
2
[
(1 + ζ)

2
3 + (1− ζ)

2
3
]

(2.119)

t =
[
2
(
3π3

) 1
3 f3

]−1
x (2.120)

The parameters a, b, c and d in this functional have been derived from the afore-
mentioned properties of the exact exchange-correlation functional. The idea of GGA
over LDA can of course be extended further by including higher order derivatives of
the electron density or the so-called orbital kinetic energy density τ . This results in
the next order of density functionals, called meta-GGA functionals. Finally there are
hybrid- or hyper-GGA functionals, which incorporate the exact exchange from Hartree-
Fock theory for noninteracting electrons and add exchange and correlation terms from
various functionals. All of these contributions are then prepended by some empirical
factors. Arguably one of the most popular functionals of this category is the B3LYP
functional [73], where the energy is calculated via Eq. 2.121.

EB3LY P
xc = (1− a)ELSDA

x + aEexact
x + b∆EB88

x + (1− c)ELSDA
c + cELY P

c (2.121)

Where LSDA stands for local spin density approximation, B88 is a functional by Becke
[74] and LYP is a correlation functional by Lee, Yang and Parr [75]. A final category,
called generalized random phase methods, uses a perturbation theory approach for
describing the exchange and correlation of the electrons, much like the wavefunction-
based Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory [76]. Unfortunately the cost of this is
also similar to MP. This concludes the description of the DFT functional hierarchy,
however some concluding general remarks should be made.

• DFT delivers much better results than Hartree-Fock at little extra cost.

• DFT generally does not describe van der Waals interactions well9.

• using supposedly better functionals does not systematically improve the results.

The following section derives the theoretical description of STM imaging from DFT.
9This can be improved by using the aforementioned D3 or D4 correction schemes introduced by

Grimme
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2.8 Generating STM images from DFT data
The theoretical description of the STM experiment that is commonly used today, has
been introduced by J. Tersoff and D.R. Hamann [77,78]. In there the tunneling current
Itunnel is given as Eq. 2.122.

Itunnel = 2πe
~
∑
µ,ν

f (Eµ) [1− f (Eν + eV )] |Mµν |2δ (Eµ − Eν) (2.122)

Where f(E) is the Fermi function10, V is the applied voltage, Mµν is the tunneling
matrix element between the two states ψµ and ψν . However, ψµ is a state of the probe
and ψν is a state of the surface that is being scanned. Eµ is the energy of the state ψµ
without tunneling. For typical experimental conditions this can be taken to the limits
of small voltage and low temperature in Eq. 2.123.

I = 2π
~
e2V

∑
µ,ν

|Mµν |2 δ (Eν − EF ) δ (Eµ − EF ) (2.123)

Here EF is the Fermi Energy. In the limit of the tip just being a point probe -
which would give the highest possible resolution - the matrix element Mµν becomes
proportional to the amplitude of ψν at the position of the probe ~r0 (Eq. 2.124).

I ∝
∑
ν

|ψnu (~r0)|2 δ (Eν − EF ) (2.124)

The quantity on the right hand side of this equation is the local density of states (LDOS)
at the Fermi energy, making the tunneling current proportional to the surface LDOS.
Without this simplification a little more work is necessary, which mainly concerns the
calculation of the matrix elements Mµν in Eq. 2.125.

Mµν = ~2

2m

∫
·
(
ψ∗µ
~∇ψν − ψν ~∇ψ∗µ

)
d~S (2.125)

The integral should be evaluated over all surfaces that are entirely in the vacuum region
between surface and probe. The expression to be integrated, written in parentheses,
is the current operator. The wave function in this expression can be expressed as
Eq. 2.126.

ψν = Ω−
1
2

s

∑
G

aG exp
[(
κ2 + | ~κG|2

) 1
2 z
]

exp (i ~κG · ~x) (2.126)

10The Fermi function describes the probability that a given state is occupied by an electron at a
given temperature.
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Ωs is the sample volume, ~κG is the minimum inverse decay length for the wave functions,
so basically describes how far the orbitals reach into the empty space. It can be
expressed by Eq. 2.127.

κ = ~−1 (2mφ)
1
2 (2.127)

Here φ is the work function. ~κG consists of two terms, ~k|| and ~G, which are the
surface Bloch wave vector and a surface reciprocal-lattice vector, respectively. The
wave functions of the tip are assumed to have asymptotic spherical shape (Eq. 2.128).

ψµ = Ω−
1
2

t ctκRe
κR (κ |~r − ~r0|)−1 e−κ|~r−~r0| (2.128)

Here Ωt is the probe volume, φ is assumed to be the same work function as before.
Expanding the wave function as for the surface, the matrix elements becomes Eq. 2.129.

Mµν = ~2

2m4πκ−1Ω−
1
2

t κReκRψν (~r0) (2.129)

This can be substituted into Eq. 2.123, and then the current can be expressed as
Eq. 2.130

I = 32π3~−1e2V φ2Dt (EF )R2κ−4e2κR ×
∑
ν

|ψν (~r0)|2 δ (Eν − EF ) (2.130)

Dt is the density of states per unit volume of the probe tip. This, in line with the
previously given approximations, results in Eq. 2.131 for the tunneling conductance σ.

σ ≈ 0.1R2e2κRρ (~r0, EF ) (2.131)

With the density of states given as Eq. 2.132

ρ
(
~r0, E

)
≡
∑
ν

|ψν (~r0)|2 δ (Eν − E) (2.132)

This can now be written with physical units: σ is in Ω−1, distances are in a.u. and
energy is in eV. When using the Fermi energy in Eq. 2.132, ρ (~r, EF ) becomes the
surface LDOS at the Fermi energy level at the point ~r. For metal tips, an additional
simplification to Eq. 2.128 can be made, setting R = 2κ−1. All in all this gives a
simple approximation to a probe with a monoatomic tip, which is the theoretical ideal
for STM experiments. For a constant current measurement the probe tip would follow
a contour line of ρ (~r, EF ).
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3.1 Scope of the project
The scope of this project was to test Ogolem and its capabilities of global optimization
in the context of a cluster on top of a surface. Since Lennard-Jones clusters are well
studied systems and common test cases for global optimization they had been chosen
as test system. The influence of certain parameters has been investigated, for example
the depth of the pairwise potential has been changed to show the influence on the
cluster structure. As a less direct effect the distance of the surface atoms has also been
investigated. This constitutes the first step into the intended direction of this Thesis.
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Cluster structures influenced by interaction with
a surface

Christopher Witt, a Johannes M. Dieterichb and Bernd Hartke *a

Clusters on surfaces are vitally important for nanotechnological applications. Clearly, cluster–surface

interactions heavily influence the preferred cluster structures, compared to clusters in vacuum. Nevertheless,

systematic explorations and an in-depth understanding of these interactions and how they determine the

cluster structures are still lacking. Here we present an extension of our well-established non-deterministic

global optimization package OGOLEM from isolated clusters to clusters on surfaces. Applying this approach

to intentionally simple Lennard-Jones test systems, we produce a first systematic exploration that relates

changes in cluster–surface interactions to resulting changes in adsorbed cluster structures.

1 Introduction

After several decades of experimental and computational research
on cluster structures and properties in vacuo,1,2 there has been
growing interest in clusters on surfaces in recent years. Clearly,
clusters on surfaces are much closer to several application areas of
current interest, ranging from heterogeneous catalysis3 to surface-
mounted molecular machines or nanotechnology in general.4

Additionally, today’s understanding of cluster structures and
properties in vacuo, and also the available computational tools,
are sufficiently advanced, so that the more difficult situation of
clusters in interaction with surfaces can be tackled.

Computational studies of isolated clusters have greatly
benefited from broadly shared, simplified model systems that
were analyzed in overwhelming detail, for example homogeneous
atomic Lennard-Jones (LJ) clusters5 and pure neutral water
clusters.6 These model systems have served a dual purpose,
both ultimately based on their stark simplicity: They were used
as benchmark systems for development and refinement of
computational methods, but these simplified systems themselves
were also studied intensively. For example, for LJ clusters, several
intriguing structural transitions as a function of cluster size were
discovered. Even after many years of agreement that everything
was known for LJn with n o 150, a completely new structural
class was found7 as new global minimum candidate for LJ98. All
these findings could be rationalized, with a varied toolbox that
included simple criteria like geometric shell fillings but also
more advanced analyses like steric strain,8 disconnectivity graphs
and energy differences of structural classes as a function of

cluster size.9 With the currently accepted minimum-energy
structures taken as given, LJ clusters were frequently used to
demonstrate performance and size-scaling of global cluster
structure optimization algorithms,10,11 or to introduce refined
algorithmic treatments for even better performance.11–15

Likewise, pure neutral water clusters served as model system
and benchmark system for molecular clusters. Size-dependent
structural propensities were elucidated for the simple TIP4P
water model,16,17 and deficiencies of TIP4P in comparison to
more sophisticated models were found18 that were later confirmed
by ab initio calculations.19 This benchmark system was also fre-
quently used as basis for fundamental algorithm development.15,20,21

The extensive knowledge gathered from these simple model
systems provided a solid foundation for exploring more complicated
clusters, ranging from simple solvent–solute clusters22 and clathrate-
hydrate clusters23 all the way to complicated large-molecule clusters
with biological importance24 and to protein folding.25

In comparison to this advanced state concerning in vacuo
clusters, the development for surface-supported clusters is still
in its infancy. The central purpose of this Article is to trigger the
establishment of simple benchmark and development systems
also for clusters on surfaces, by demonstrating that this is a
worthwhile goal, since (not surprisingly) due to the additional
interaction with a surface there is a broader range of tunables
with various interdependencies, but apparently still a chance to
arrive at simple, predictive rules and understandings.

Several research groups have examined specific clusters on
surfaces in recent years. In a series of papers, Johnston et al.
have examined small nanoalloy clusters on surfaces, using non-
deterministic global optimization at the DFT level, see e.g.
ref. 26. Additionally, again at the DFT level but without global
optimization, they have investigated larger clusters of similar
types,27 finding marked influences of the cluster–surface inter-
actions on the cluster structures.
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Gulia Rossi, Ricardo Ferrando et al.28–32 have used basin-
hopping and Gupta-style model potentials to examine pure and
binary transition metal clusters (Ni, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt) on MgO-
surfaces. Among other phenomena, one of these studies28

discovered size-dependent structural transitions that sensitively
depend on the balance between metal–metal and metal–surface
interaction strengths, and generally a strong dependence on
differences in preferred atom–atom distances between cluster
and surface was noted.

Ciobanu and Ho33 have implemented evolutionary algorithm
(EA) methods for finding optimal reconstructions of semiconductor
surfaces. This Ciobanu-Ho EA was then also used to investigate
nanowires34 and cluster structures on surfaces.35

Based on this Ciobanu-Ho EA, several other groups have also
implemented and/or used EA methods for clusters on surfaces.
For example, Shi et al. have presented EA search for Pt nanoclusters
on graphene,36 using reactive bond-order potentials with LAMMPS
as backend. Sierka, Sauer and Włodarczyk have also developed a
similar EA strategy for structures of and on surfaces37,38 and have
used it in applications, for example to investigate water monolayers
on MgO(001)39 and water chains on CaO(001).40

Some of the works by Rossi and Ferrando mentioned above
have used structural strain in the surface-supported clusters as
a diagnostic tool. In contrast, the supporting surface itself is
usually taken as a fixed, unchanged entity. There are, however,
some works that mention the influence of a strained surface on
cluster structures and properties.41–43

As indicated above, the idea we promote here is to step back
from these already quite advanced but specific application
cases to more abstract but also more general model systems,
to establish broadly usable benchmarks and to promote under-
standing of surface-supported clusters by dissecting their
multi-faceted interdependencies into simpler pieces. To these
ends, we employ structural strain as diagnostic tool, and we
modify not only the intra-cluster description but also systematically
tune the supporting surface, to elucidate its influence on the
clusters attached to it.

2 Computational details
2.1 Global optimization of clusters on surfaces

To find the cluster of a given atomic composition of globally
minimal energy in vacuum is commonly considered to be an
NP-hard optimization problem.10,44,45 No indication exists that
cluster structure optimization (CSO) on surfaces would not be
NP-hard by extension. Hence, deterministic approaches can
work in practice only for the smallest problem instances,46

usually below system sizes of actual interest. To address larger
systems, CSO requires the application of stochastic–heuristic
algorithms able to reduce the exponential scaling to polynomial.10

Examples of such algorithms are evolutionary algorithms,47–49

Monte Carlo with Minimization (MCM)/basin hopping,50,51 and
simulated annealing.52 We are using evolutionary algorithms
through the OGOLEM framework for global optimization.53 We
will here only give a summary of general algorithmic properties

while highlighting the ones of importance for this work and
extensions thereof. For a general review, and for specific discussions,
of OGOLEM algorithms we refer to ref. 20, 21, 24, 54 and 55.

OGOLEM implements an evolutionary pool algorithm56 in a
massively-parallel fashion.53,57 A pool of solution candidates –
in this case atomic arrangements on the surface – is initially filled
and subsequently maintained throughout the algorithms’s run-
time. Two candidates are copied from the pool, one based on the
Gaussian-weighted fitness – here minimal total energy – ordering,
the other randomly selected. Subsequently, a phenotype crossover
operation is applied to the clusters: A randomly positioned plane
cuts both original clusters and their upper parts are exchanged.
This operation perpetuates and recombines separable parts of
existing solution knowledge. With a certain probability, subse-
quently one atom of the cluster is then moved using, e.g., a
Monte Carlo move. This operation explores new solution space.
We will discuss surface-specific operations in more detail below.

Obviously, the interactions between cluster and surface
depend on the position of the cluster and its orientation. We
hence employ three degrees of freedom, the Cartesian components
from the center of mass of the cluster to a defined reference atom
in the surface. Global optimization of these variables happens
simultaneously with the above cluster structure optimization. The
exchange of existing knowledge employs a genotype operator, the
exploration of new solution space gets a random point within a
user-defined space over the surface. This space will typically be a
half-sphere or parallelepiped over the center of the surface, with its
size designed to avoid clusters venturing beyond the edge of the
surface, which may otherwise happen without periodic boundary
conditions.

To include the surface into the global cluster structure
optimization, we make use of an OGOLEM feature implemented
earlier, namely an immutable environment, present throughout
the global optimization but with all atoms held fixed at user-pre-
defined positions. Such an environment could be anything, e.g.,
a cage structure around the cluster. Here we take it to be a flat
surface slab with perfect single-crystal geometry, made up from
one atom type only. However, it could also be a reconstructed
surface, or one with terrace structures on it, or even a hetero-
geneous surface with nanostructures already present on it. This
fixed, pre-defined, user-input surface allows us to trivially force
a certain surface symmetry and compression throughout this
work. It should be re-emphasized that all surface atoms are
constrained, hence no surface rearrangements in response to
the adsorbed cluster can occur. This simplified assumption fits
into the spirit of the present study that aims at isolating various
influences from each other. In real-life applications, this assumption
can be avoided, either by post-relaxing the obtained solution
candidates while lifting the constraints on the top surface layers
(possibly also at a higher level of theory than used during CSO) or
by including such a constraint-lifting already in the CSO stage.

Both resulting structures are then checked for sanity: no
dissociation of the cluster, no collisions of atoms, and no
dissociation of the cluster off the surface. Candidates fulfilling
these requirements are locally optimized. An attempt to add the
resulting minimum structure of lower total energy to the pool is
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then made. Only if the candidate is lower in fitness than the
highest-fitness occupant of the pool and satisfies a basic
fitness-based diversity criterion, it is added to the pool, with
the worst occupant being removed from it.

These operations are repeated thousands of times to arrive
at a candidate for the globally minimal solution. Only if several
(usually ten) independent runs of considerable length yield the
same result do we accept the resulting candidate as converged
to a satisfactory standard and list them below.

Most operations for the cluster-on-surface optimization
problem themselves are similar to the standard cluster-in-vacuum
problem. However, in line with the ‘‘no free lunch’’ theorem58

for search and optimization, it is not possible to aim at a search
algorithm that performs better than all other algorithms across
all search problems – or conversely, for any optimization problem,
significantly increased optimization efficiency results from incor-
porating empirical, deterministic, problem-specific knowledge
into the search algorithm. Hence, we have exploited the easy
adaptability of the EA framework by adding in operations that
exploit the fact that we optimize clusters on surfaces. Any existing
crossover operation can be made aware of environments (such as
surfaces) by using the new vinland algorithm following the general
protocol described above. In contrast to most of our standard
crossover operators, in case of cluster-environment collisions after
any crossover, vinland does not discard this candidate structure
but tries to repair this situation by shifting the position of the
cluster relative to the environment; this increases the probability of
crossover success and hence enhances exploration. We anticipate
that this new feature will be particularly valuable for global
geometry optimization of 3D-confined systems, but it turns
out to be beneficial already for the present situation of clusters
on surfaces. For the crossover operations themselves, we use our
established N-phenotype cluster crossover sweden54 as well as a
surface-specific norrbotten variant of it, with the added restriction
that the cutting plane may only lie perpendicular to the x–y-plane
(assuming the surface itself to lie in x–y), in order to facilitate
phenotype cuts aligned with the surface.

For the mutation operations, we use both a standard mutation
for the atoms in the cluster (and random point mutation as
detailed above for the degrees of freedom connecting to the
environment) as well as the surface-specific flatland mutation
which rotates and shifts the entire cluster over the surface, to
allow for better exploration of subtle differences of cluster–
surface positioning (atop, bridge, hollow site, etc.), which turns
out to be one key feature that changes in the present work, when
we stretch or compress our surfaces. flatland is also employed
as a crossover operation. Additionally, the standard local heat
pulse mutation,15 explicit exchange mutation,54 and advanced
graph-based directed mutation20 are employed.

As explained in the next subsection, the present benchmark
work exclusively uses the LJ pair potential built into OGOLEM.
However, as described earlier,53 OGOLEM features a broad array
of interfaces to external programs that can be used as backends
to supply energies, gradients and/or local optimizations to the
ongoing global optimization. Besides specific interfaces to many
major program packages in the areas of quantum chemistry,

semiempirics and force fields, there also is a generic interface
allowing users to attach any other external program as a backend
to OGOLEM, for the small price of writing two simple scripts that
translate and parse between the documented OGOLEM input/out-
put and the one expected and provided by the external program. In
other words, the present work is by no means confined to the very
simplistic LJ pair potential but can be transferred easily to other and
better levels of theory, essentially only limited by the available
computational resources.

2.2 System setup

All structures presented in this work have been globally optimized
using the OGOLEM program53 and its integrated Lennard-Jones
potential. The Lennard-Jones pair potential is of standard 6-12-form:

nij ¼ 4eij
sij
rij

� �12

� sij
rij

� �6
" #

(1)

Here, eij is the potential well depth, sij describes the width of
the potential well, and rij is the distance between the atoms.
Standard values59 for e and s are used for pair interactions
between atoms of the same type, and traditional Lorentz–
Berthelot mixing rules are applied for mixed pair interactions.
For completeness, we provide the pure-pair values in Table 1.

Two of the present authors have shown54 that these tradi-
tional choices lead to a partially poor representation of actual
rare-gas atom pair interactions and that the potential energy
fitting capabilities of OGOLEM can be used to globally fit
parameters of a more refined LJ(6,12,2) functional form such
that excellent agreement with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z reference
data is achieved for all possible rare-gas atom pairs. Nevertheless,
we use the simpler, traditional mixed LJ model here to allow for
easier reproducibility.

Specifically, we examine pure xenon clusters and mixed xenon–
krypton clusters on an argon surface. As explained in Section 1,
this artificial setup was chosen on purpose, to be able to focus the
study on a narrow range of fundamental interactions and tunables.
The argon surface consists of three layers of atoms, held at fixed
positions throughout the optimizations. This thickness is sufficient
since it is beyond the cutoff distance for pair interactions of the
cluster atoms, i.e., adding further surface layers would not change
the resulting cluster structures or energies. As a basis for this
surface, a cif-file was retrieved from the Crystallography Open
Database (COD).60–64 Using the Avogadro software,65 a (100)-
surface slab of 50 by 50 Å has been created from the crystal
structure information. The clusters were placed on the surface
by the OGOLEM packing algorithm and subsequently optimized.
For many systems, the (100)-surface is a commonly studied one
in surface science, but otherwise this is an arbitrary choice, for

Table 1 LJ-parameters used in this work, in atomic units

Atom s e

Ar 6.434516991 0.000379384
Kr 6.803013559 0.000541524
Xe 7.747876553 0.000699857
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the present benchmark study. None of the technical ingredients
depend on the surface being (100); any other surface could have
been used instead. The surface slab edge length of 50 Å ensures
that the clusters can be spatially accommodated (including a
safety margin), even if spread out into one single layer.

For each optimization of the Xe20 cluster a pool of 500
individuals and 500 000 (500k) global optimization steps was
employed. In order to ensure that the resulting structures were
in fact global minima with a high probability, ten runs of every
optimization have been performed, confirming that no lower-
energy minima were located in these repeated runs and that the
lowest-energy minimum was found repeatedly. Except for one
case, where the global minimum candidate was only found
three times (or 30%), each candidate has been found at least 5 times
(50%) and even 10 times (100%) in most cases. Additionally, it could
be shown that the global minimum candidates could be found with
significantly less than 500 000 optimization steps. For the
optimizations of Xe30 clusters the number of global optimization
steps has been increased only to 1 000 000 (1 million), since 500k
steps were more than sufficient for Xe20. Only in the case of Xe30

there was a structure that has been harder to find. This occurred
when eXe = eAr and for a few instances where the values differed by
one increment.

2.3 Strain calculation

For the present work, the strain approach by Wales et al.8 has
been used. It works by separating a pair potential in the
following way:

V = �nnn + Estrain + Ennn. (2)

nnn is the number of nearest neighbors and can be written as

nnn ¼
X

io j;rij o r0

1; (3)

where r0 is a cutoff criterion above which interactions are no
longer counted as nearest neighbors. Thus, the strain energy
simply is the difference in energy between the minimum of the
potential and the energy at every given pair distance, within the
same cutoff distance:

Estrain ¼
X

io j;rij o r0

v rij
� �
� 1; (4)

where 1 is the depth of the potential well (in the usual reduced
LJ ‘‘units’’, in which energies are measured in e and distances
in s) and v(rij) is the potential energy of any given pair. Everything
above the distance cutoff is contained in

Ennn ¼
X

io j;rij�r0
v rij
� �

: (5)

Since all clusters presented in this work are situated on a
surface, a small modification of this approach was made. The
strain was separated into two terms, in order to separate cluster–
cluster interactions and cluster–surface interactions. This made it
possible to use different distance cut-offs for cluster–cluster pairs
and cluster–surface pairs. This separation would also be useful in
order to calculate strain in systems of heterogeneous clusters and

surfaces, since it supplies an easy workaround for the varying
widths of pair potentials for different atoms.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Varying the surface geometry

Compressing and stretching a surface changes its interaction
with molecules or atoms that are placed on top. If an argon
surface is strained enough, it can influence the structure of a
cluster placed on top of it. The following surfaces have been
compressed and stretched by as much as 20%, to induce such
structural changes. We re-emphasize here that this surface
stretching is not meant to mimic real-world situations directly
but rather is a proxy for a cluster residing on surfaces of different
materials, with different interatomic distances. Hence, this allows
us to separate two different but usually intertwined influences
of different surfaces on a cluster: effects of changing surface
geometry and of changing cluster–surface binding energy.

Fig. 1 shows candidates for global minimum-energy structures
of clusters on all surfaces that have been strained from �20% to
+20% in increments of 5%. These values map to scaling factors
from 0.80 to 1.20 in increments of 0.05.

The cluster on the most compressed surface is a particularly
peculiar case, because its edges are parallel to the surface
slab edges and not all minima of the surface, which could be

Fig. 1 Candidates for globally optimal Xe20 clusters (dark red) on Ar(100)
surfaces (dark green) that were compressed or stretched, as indicated by
the corresponding scaling factors, relative to the standard surface
structure.
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considered as places of adsorption, are saturated. All other
clusters have a plane of symmetry aligned along a diagonal of
the surface slab. Also, there are no hollow sites underneath
these clusters. All clusters on the unscaled and on the stretched
surfaces are 3-dimensional. While most of these structures
consist of two layers, at a scaling factor of 1.2 the cluster has
three layers. These layers are stacked in a pyramidal-type shape.

Obviously, stretching or compressing the surface has an
influence on the distance between the argon atoms. Therefore
the distance between all surface neighbors and xenon atoms on
top also changes, which can trigger changes in the relative
cluster–surface orientation and/or in the cluster structure. This
can be observed particularly well when looking at larger
stretching factors (1.0 or more). In these cases the Ar–Xe
distances for Xe atoms at Ar-surface hollow sites has become
less favorable than for lower stretch values, compared to Xe
atoms on Xe–Xe hollow sites, hence this leads to stacking of the
xenon atoms. Conversely, for stretch factors dropping below
1.0, the one-layer Xe ad-cluster remains almost unchanged at
first, except for minor re-arrangements due to minimal changes
in Xe–Xe distances (following the changing Ar–Ar distances in
the surface) that subtly modify the energy ordering of Xe-atom
locations in the outer (incomplete) 2D-shell. However, at a stretch
factor of 0.8 it becomes more favorable for the Xe ad-cluster to
re-arrange itself from a 2D-hexagonal form into a 2D-square one
(first subpanel in Fig. 1). This 2D-square arrangement implies a
Xe–Xe distance distribution shifted towards larger values, which
in turn fits better to the Ar–Ar distances in the surface if the
whole cluster rotates by 451.

3.2 Varying the cluster–surface interaction strength

3.2.1 Smaller general clusters. In the previous subsection,
Xe clusters on Ar(100) surfaces were examined for differing
surface stretch/compression factors, while keeping the Xe–Ar
potential well depth constant. Here, we vary the well depth at
constant surface geometry. The well depths for both xenon and
argon have been varied from 1 � 10�4 to 9 � 10�4 in steps of
1 � 10�4. The resulting cluster strain behavior for Xe20 can be
seen in Fig. 2. To allow for direct comparisons despite varying

well depths, all strains have been normalized to a common well
depths value, making the unit on the y-axis of the plot arbitrary.

This plot reveals a fairly regular behaviour when changing
the potential well depths of argon and xenon: the graphs for
each value of eAr essentially are shifted copies of each other; in
other words, the important quantity is the ratio of the two well
depths.

Additionally, strain changes in Fig. 2 can be correlated with
cluster structure changes: as long as the potential well depth for
xenon is lower than the potential well depth for argon, a simple
monolayer forms, with all its atoms on minima positions on the
surface, cf. Fig. 3. This cluster can be seen as a continuation of
the (100)-face fcc structure of the surface.

Once eXe and eAr are equal, the structure changes to a
different type of monolayer, shown in Fig. 4. This cluster
structure can be described as a (111)-face in the middle and
(100)-face towards the sides. The cluster is symmetric with
respect to its diagonal. With this structural change comes a
relief in cluster strain and a slight increase in surface strain.

Fig. 5 shows all structures corresponding to one line in Fig. 2
from left to right and from top to bottom. After the change in
the 2D cluster structure discussed above, the next step in eXe

creates 3D clusters. At first these 3D clusters show the same
packing as the 2D cluster in Fig. 3. The change between these

Fig. 2 Plot of strain energy within a Xe20 cluster vs. xenon potential well
depth.

Fig. 3 Xe20@Ar(100) for eXe o eAr.

Fig. 4 Xe20@Ar(100) for eXe = eAr.
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structures is accompanied by a huge relief in surface strain,
since less cluster atoms are connected to the surface. The final
structural change can be compared to the different packing
between the two types of 2D clusters, since their tops also show
a (100)- and a (111)-face, respectively.

The same strain calculations have been done for Xe30 on the
same surface. As illustrated in Fig. 6, a behavior similar to that
of the Xe20 clusters is obtained.

3.2.2 Larger clusters of special sizes. Larger Xe-clusters
allow for further interesting observations: for certain cluster
sizes,10,14,51 the structure search landscape for homogeneous

Lennard-Jones clusters in vacuum takes on a challenging,
deceptive characteristic, with the standard icosahedral structures
residing in a funnel dominating most of the landscape, while the
truly global minimum resides in a smaller-volume funnel, separated
by high-energy barriers. Cluster size n = 38 is the smallest one
with such a challenging landscape, but there the minor funnel
containing the global minimum hosts fcc structures that are
inherently compatible with attachment to a surface. For n = 75,
however, both the large icosahedral funnel and the small decahedral
funnel (containing the global minimum) feature 5-fold symmetry
axes that are not commensurable with surface attachment.

Hence, we have examined which global minimum-energy
structures are attained by a Xe75 cluster on an Ar(100) surface if
again the Xe and Ar LJ well depths are detuned away from their
standard values. Fig. 7 illustrates the main findings: for a

Fig. 5 Xe20@Ar(100) for constant eAr = 0.0002, and with eXe increasing
from top left to bottom right.

Fig. 6 Plot of strain energy within a Xe30 cluster vs. xenon potential well
depth.

Fig. 7 Xe75 on Ar(100), for varying Lennard-Jones well-depth ratios
(Ar–Xe) : (Xe–Xe). View angles deliberately differ slightly between the four
panels, to make the Xe cluster structures more obvious.
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(Ar–Xe)/(Xe–Xe) well depth ratio corresponding to the standard
well depths, a 3-layer structure is preferred. As to be expected,
and in line with the series of Xe20 structures shown in Fig. 5,
when the Ar–Xe well depth is made smaller, the Xe ad-cluster
develops more layers, and for sufficiently small Ar–Xe well
depths, Xe cluster structures resembling isolated vacuum structures
arise. Interestingly, however, the first free-cluster-like structures that
occur are icosahedral. Only for still significantly smaller Ar–Xe well
depth, the decahedral structure is formed, corresponding to the true
global minimum in vacuum. This indicates that in vacuum the
slightly lower energy of the decahedral structure, compared to the
icosahedral one, is a very delicate matter. Already attachment to a
surface via an extraordinarily weak interaction suffices to make the
ubiquitous icosahedral structure more favorable.

For heterogeneous clusters, surface-attachment may influence
not only the overall structure but also the distribution of the
species in the cluster. As an illustration, we show exemplary
results from Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), again for varying LJ pair
potential well depths e.

For standard e-values, the resulting global minimum candidates
exhibit structures in line with the above ones for homogeneous Xe
clusters, as shown in Fig. 8. Within the cluster, Kr and Xe atoms
arrange themselves in a striped pattern, which helps to relief
interface strain.

Compared to the above case, when scaling down either only
the Kr or only the Xe e-value by a factor of 10, the overall 2-layer
structure is retained but the stripey distribution of Kr and Xe
within the ad-cluster is changed to a core–shell-like distribution,
with the more weakly bond species on the outside (cf. Fig. 9).

If the LJ pair potential well depth is scaled down by a factor
of 10 for both Kr and Xe, the cluster–surface interactions are
larger and the intra-cluster interactions weaker (compared to
the standard case). Hence, predictably, 1-layer structures result,
as shown in Fig. 10, and again the cluster species form stripey/
patchy patterns to relief strain.

In the above case, both Kr and Xe e values were scaled down
by the same amount. If the Xe e is scaled down by 10 and the Kr
e by 100, however, the ad-cluster structure shown in Fig. 11 is
obtained. The pronounced segregation in the 1D-layer-structure
matches the now unsymmetrically scaled Xe–Xe, Kr–Kr and
Xe–Kr interactions.

In contrast, if the e-values for Kr and Xe are kept at their
standard values and only the Ar one is scaled down by 10,

the very different and surprising structure shown in Fig. 12
arises. The difference to the previous cases is that compared to
the cluster–surface interactions now the Kr–Xe interaction is not
scaled down and hence is comparatively stronger. This rationalizes
the marked change from a 1-layer to a 3-layer structure.Fig. 8 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), for standard LJ e values.

Fig. 9 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), with either only the Kr or the Xe e value scaled
down by a factor of 10.

Fig. 10 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), for both Kr and Xe e values scaled down by a
factor of 10.

Fig. 11 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), for Xe e values scaled down by 10 and Kr e
scaled down by 100.
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Scaling down the e-values for both Kr and Ar leads to the
structure shown in Fig. 13. In this setting, only the Xe–Xe
interaction is unaffected, and relatively stronger than all others;
hence the resulting core–shell structure with Xe inside and Kr
outside is understandable. However, it is somewhat surprising
that already at these comparatively small e-detunings, the Xe
core takes on an icosahedral shape (in contrast to the findings
shown in Fig. 5). Apparently, this is a combined effect of a

weaker Xe–Ar interaction (via the Lorentz–Berthelot mixing
rules) and of the Kr shell helping to prevent the Xe icosahedron
from collapsing into a more surface-commensurate 2- or 3-layer
structure without partial 5-fold symmetry axes.

A similar icosahedral structure results if only the Ar e value is
scaled down by a factor of 100 (cf. Fig. 14). Since now the Xe and
Kr well depth both are at their original values, the core–shell
structure is now punctured by stripe/patch-like species alternations.
Additionally, now Kr is inside and Xe outside, due to the larger size
of the latter (in isolated, homogeneous icosahedral structures, the
core is compressed and the hull elongated, so there is more room
on the outside than on the inside).

4 Conclusions and outlook

In a deliberately simple and abstract setting of pure Xe and
mixed Xe/Kr clusters on Ar surfaces, we have shown how
systematic detuning of surface atom distances (stretching/
compressing the surface) and of LJ pair potential well depths
change the structures of the adsorbed clusters. These changes
can be rationalized with straightforward tools like strain analysis
and (in this simple setting) with human insight. Nevertheless,
already for these abstract test cases, the range of different
structures and phenomena is very wide. Hence we are confident
that fundamental studies of the present kind will greatly help to
elucidate and understand the even broader variability of cluster–
surface interactions in real-life applications. Real-life applications
of the computational technology presented here essentially
encompass anything that revolves around molecular structures
on surfaces, for example generating patterned and/or function-
alized surfaces by attaching nano-sized entities to surfaces via
molecular tethers, or elucidating structure–function relationships
of arrangements of reactant and promoter molecules in hetero-
geneous catalysis. In fact, by including several surface layers into
that part of the system that is not rigid but is included in the
global optimization operations, even surface heterostructures and
surface reconstructions (on themselves, or as reaction to cluster
attachment) become accessible, which opens up possible application
areas even further. Work along these lines is in progress in our lab.
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Fig. 12 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), with only the Ar e value scaled down by a
factor of 10. For clarity, the same structure is shown from two different
viewpoints.

Fig. 13 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), for Kr and Ar e values scaled down by a factor of 10.

Fig. 14 Kr19Xe19 on Ar(100), for an Ar e value scaled down by a factor of 100.
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surface-supported

gas phase

Figure 3.1: TOC graphic for the presented paper.
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4 | Global Optimization of Molecules
on a Surface

In order to do global optimization of molecules on a surface, one needs a good method
for the local optimization steps. These methods should:

1. be fast,

2. not need static bond information (for cluster-surface interactions),

3. be stable outside of local minima,

4. be available for a large range of elements.

It needs to be reasonably fast, because a lot of local optimization cycles will occur
during global optimizations. The cluster-surface interactions should not be described
by static bonds, because that would severely limit the search space for the optimization,
and for example not allow for a molecule to be desorbed. If the used method does not
provide reasonable data outside of a narrow range around certain local minima, then
a situation might arise during a global optimization run that leads to entirely wrong
structures. Having a method that is available over a large range of atoms is not strictly
necessary, it is just generally useful. A number of methods have been tested during
the work for this thesis:

1. ReaxFF [50,51]

2. DFTB [57,62]

3. xtb semiempirics [58,59] (namely GFN-1 and GFN-2)

4. OPLS-aa [43]

5. xtb GFN-FF [60]

In the following sections some of the results for each of these methods will be discussed.
For all upcoming calculations shown, the surface has been optimized to the same DFT
lattice parameters for bulk platinum. The surface slab has been held fixed during all
local optimizations.
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4.1 DFTB
DFTB has been considered as an option for the locopt backend briefly, but the lack
of parameters for most metallic elements prohibited the use of this method for the
considered systems. There are some parameter sets that do contain one or sometimes
multiple metals, but these were often parametrized for very specific types of compounds
[80, 81]1. This method could however be very useful, if a parametrization effort was
made. An attempt has however been made to see if DFTB is a viable option. An
optimization of silicon on Si(100) has been done, which yielded a minimum structure
where the cluster continued the pattern of the surface.

4.2 GFN-xtb semiempirics
The semiempirical extended tight binding method GFN-xtb has been tested in two
of the three available variants, namely GFN1 and GFN2. However, for GFN2 the
self-consistent-charge (SCC) cycle fails to converge for the metal surface slabs that
have been targeted in this work. For GFN1 it could be shown that aluminum slabs can
indeed be used within an optimization. One example of this is shown in Fig. 4.1, where
seven aluminum atoms have been optimized on an Al(100) surface. This could e.g. be
useful to investigate growth patterns of either clusters or surface layers on a surface.
This and all following molecular structure images in this thesis have been generated
using VMD [82].

1see also dftb.org/parameters for examples. For example, the pbc dataset contains parameters for
C, H, N, F and O, but only in conjunction with Si thus only allowing for silicon surfaces. Similarly,
the matsci parameter set has only few interactions between certain metals and C, H, O.
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Figure 4.1: Seven aluminum atoms globally optimized on top of an Al(100) surface
using Ogolem and GFN1. (Image generated using VMD [82])

4.3 Benzene
There is a ReaxFF parameter set for platinum, nickel, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen
[56]. Within Ref. 56, the parameter set has been applied to molecules or fragments
that have not been larger than a methyl group. This parameter set has been tested on
benzene and acetophenone by Niklas Crome during his Bachelor’s thesis. The resulting
gas phase data seemed reasonable, the data for surface adsorbed molecules, however,
did not deliver expected results. In this section, there will first be a short description of
the typical adsorption behavior of benzene, then the results from Niklas Crome will be
shown and finally additional results by the author of this thesis will be added. Fig. 4.2
shows the eight high symmetry positions that are possible for a benzene molecule on
an fcc-metal(111) surface. Of these positions the bri30◦ position has been found to
be the energetically most favorable adsorption position by Liu et al. [83] using DFT
calculations. In the calculations by Niklas Crome the molecule clusters were initialized
too far away from the surface, resulting in poor surface adsorption. For example, in
the case of only one benzene molecule the structure in Fig. 4.3 was obtained within
25k global optimization steps.
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30° 0°

Atop

Bridge

Hollow-hcp

Hollow-fcc

Figure 4.2: Schematic image of the 8 high symmetry adsorption positions of benzene
on an fcc-metal(111) surface.

Figure 4.3: Rendered image of the optimization result for a single benzene molecule on
a Pt(111) surface as obtained by Niklas Crome.
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4.3. Benzene

This optimization has been rerun by the author of this thesis where the only change
to the input was the distance at which the molecules were spawned with respect to the
surface. The result of this optimization run is being shown in Fig. 4.4. This adsorption
geometry agrees well with the results by Liu et al. [84].
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Figure 4.4: Benzene adsorbed on Pt(111) surface in bri30◦ position as found by global
optimization with Ogolem and ReaxFF.

Benzene dimers in the gas phase can appear in two possible configurations that only
differ by about 0.15 kcal/mol according to calculations by Hobza et al. [85]. The global
minimum is a “parallel displaced” structure where one C-H bond is positioned ontop of
the other benzene rings center. The second best structure, a “T-shaped” one, has been
found to be better than the “parallel displaced” one in other works on gas phase benzene
clusters [86], where the 6-31G∗ basis set has been used. However, the previous work by
Hobza et al. had specifically shown that diffuse basis functions are essential for correctly
describing these benzene dimers, therefore the ordering of the minima as described
above is considered to be the correct one. There is not much information about benzene
dimers on a metal surface specifically, but Saeys et al. describe the dimer as one
benzene molecule on a hollow site and the second molecule di-σ adsorbed and tilted
on the first benzene molecule [87]. However the basis set used due to computational
expense was a double-ζ basis set, which may have lead to incorrect structures due to
the reasons discussed above. In figure 4.5 the best benzene dimer found by a global
optimization run of 25k steps is shown. There are two benzene molecules on top of
each other, similar to the gas phase “parallel displaced” configuration, with the lower
benzene molecule in the top0◦ adsorption position. Compared to Saeys et al. this may
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4.3. Benzene

Figure 4.5: Parallel displaced benzene dimer adsorbed on Pt(111) surface as found by
global optimization with Ogolem and ReaxFF.

Table 4.1: Absolute energies of the benzene dimers that have been found using ReaxFF

structure energy / kJ/mol
parallel displaced -12438.67

t-shape -12437.22
both on surface -21628.58

indicate an overestimation of the molecule-molecule interactions over the molecule-
surface interactions in the ReaxFF parametrization. Another adsorbed dimer that has
been found in another optimization run was similar to the T-shaped gas phase dimer
(Fig. 4.6). The energy difference between these two structures is ∆E = −0.44 kcal/mol,
which is in accordance with the previously discussed gas phase results. In addition to
these results another run with 500k steps has been done. This resulted in the two
benzene molecules, both adsorbed in bridge positions next to each other, shown in
Fig. 4.7. The absolute energies of these three minima, given in Table 4.1, illustrate the
strong surface interaction of the benzene ring.
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Figure 4.6: T-shaped benzene dimer adsorbed on Pt(111) surface as found by global
optimization with Ogolem and ReaxFF.

Figure 4.7: Benzene dimer obtained from a longer Ogolem run compared to the T-
shaped and parallel displaced structures with ReaxFF.
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Lastly, for benzene, there has also been an attempt to use the OPLS-aa force field,
which is described next. In case of gold, the molecule-surface interactions for benzene
and TATA can be described as a vdW-term, as shown by Freibert et al. [10]. The
same approach of adjusting the vdW-parameter for the metal has been applied to
platinum, such that the distance between the metal surface and the benzene molecule
closely matched the distance calculated by Liu et al. [84]. However, since the binding
of benzene on a Pt(111) surface is much stronger than on gold, this approach does
not work in this case. In doing so one gets the incorrect top30◦ adsorption position as
the global optimum, with a vertical distance between the surface and the molecule of
2.24 Å. This distance is very close to the value reported by DFT calculations [83] of
~2.08 Å, which is expected since this was the reference when setting up the van der
Waals parameter. Figure 4.8 shows a globally optimized adsorption geometry for four
benzene rings. Here all the molecules are completely flat with respect to the surface,
whereas DFT predicts the C-H bonds to be angled upwards with the hydrogen atoms
further away from the surface. The angle of the hydrogen atoms ranges from ~5◦-21◦

In short, this approach works well for weakly bound molecule-surface interactions,
but fails to correctly describe more strongly bound molecule-surface interactions as
exhibited by e.g. platinum. The xtb GFN-FF method is the newest member of the
GFN family [60]. Its main advantage regarding this thesis is that it does work for all
the surface slabs introduced into this, while the semiempirical GFN methods failed to
converge the SCC cycle for transition metals. The adsorption of the benzene molecule,
however, delivers the incorrect top30◦ adsorption position as well (Fig. 4.9). The
vertical distance of the benzene ring from the surface is ~1.5 Å. However, GFN-FF
still has advantages over more conventional force fields like OPLS-aa, since it does not
require bond information as input. This information is being generated by the program
itself after reading xyz-coordinates as input structure. This means that no atom types
are needed. Furthermore, GFN-FF is parametrized for the bulk of the periodic table,
spanning from hydrogen up to radon. In a global optimization run this allows for
different bonding configurations per local optimization step.
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Figure 4.8: Top view and side view of four benzene molecules globally optimized on
top of a Pt(111) surface using the Tinker backend.

The benzene dimer on a Pt(111) optimized with GFN-FF has both benzene rings
adsorbed in top position next to each other (Fig. 4.10). Both rings are slightly angled
downwards towards the direction where they are closest to each other. The approximate
vertical distance of the benzene rings from the surface is 1.5 Å. In short, it has been
shown for the case of benzene that of the tested methods only ReaxFF was able to
correctly reproduce the adsorption position. In table 4.2 the distances between the
benzene ring and the platinum surface are aggregated for the different methods. This
table shows that – even though the molecule is overall closer to the surface – the relative
distance between the carbon and hydrogen atoms with respect to the surface is only
reproduced correctly by ReaxFF, while there is almost no difference for OPLS-aa and
for GFN-FF the hydrogen atoms are closer to the surface than the carbon atoms.

Table 4.2: Benzene-surface distances for the applied methods.

DFT [83] ReaxFF OPLS-aa GFN-FF
C-surface / Å 2.08 1.59 2.08 1.50
H-surface / Å 2.51 2.01 2.06 1.11

∆-CH / Å 0.43 0.42 -0.02 -0.39
adsorption position bri30◦ bri30◦ top30◦ top30◦
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Figure 4.9: Globally optimized adsorption position of a single benzene molecule on
Pt(111) resulting from optimization with the GFN-FF backend.

Figure 4.10: Globally optimized adsorption position of the benzene dimer on Pt(111)
found by global optimization with the GFN-FF backend.
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4.4 Acetophenone
Acetophenone has also been investigated by Niklas Crome during his Bachelor’s the-
sis with similar issues as before. During longer optimization runs only one molecule
would be adsorbed to the surface. The geometry of these adsorbed molecules was then
investigated by Crome. Results for the dimer in the gas phase are shown in Fig. 4.11.
This dimer has the two phenyl rings parallel to each other, slightly parallel displaced.
The carbonyl group of each molecule is very close to the methyl group of the other
acetophenone molecule. The same dimer optimized with MP2/cc-pVTZ shows similar
interactions (Fig. 4.12). Here the phenyl rings are also parallel to each other, slightly
parallel displaced. The distance from the carbonyl oxygen atom to the closest hydro-
gen atom of the methyl group is slightly longer than in the ReaxFF data, but the
difference is only 0.02 Å. Therefore the gas phase structures from ReaxFF are in very
good agreement with the ab initio data. To support this point further Fig. 4.13 shows
both the ReaxFF and the MP2 result overlaid in one picture.
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Figure 4.11: Two views of the acetophenone dimer optimized with ReaxFF.

Figure 4.12: Two views of the acetophenone dimer optimized with MP2/cc-pVTZ.
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Figure 4.13: Overlay of the MP2 and ReaxFF results for the acetophenone dimer.
RMSD: 0.319 Å.

In his global optimizations of acetophenone on a Pt(111) surface Crome decided to
leave out the Pt-Pt interactions, since the platinum atoms are not allowed to move
in these optimizations and their contribution would always be the same anyway. This
did result in a noticeable decrease in computational cost. However, due to the above
described mistake in the setup, most of the molecules did not adsorb to the surface.
This can be seen in Fig. 4.14. DFT calculations of acetophenone on Pt(111) clusters
have been carried out by Vargas et al. [88] on 2-layered Pt clusters with 19 and 31
atoms, respectively. Considering the prior discussion of the necessity of diffuse basis
functions for the correct adsorption of benzene on Pt(111), larger basis sets than the
ones used in Ref. 88 (DZ and DZP) would be a better reference. However, due to the
lack of other references, this will be used for comparison. The DFT reference compares
three adsorption types: adsorption through the carbonyl, hollow site adsorption and
bridge adsorption. The carbonyl adsorption is favored over the others. In Ref. 88 it is
noted that “[T]he distance from the platinum atoms is larger for [acetophenone] than
for benzene” and the interaction between the phenyl ring and the surface is weaker.
The globally optimized structure of the acetophenone monomer on a Pt(111) surface
is shown in Fig. 4.15. In the monomer optimized with ReaxFF the carbonyl oxygen is
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Figure 4.14: A view of the best result obtained for seven acetophenone molecules on
the Pt(111) surface by Crome using Ogolem and ReaxFF.

Figure 4.15: Globally optimized acetophenone monomer using Ogolem and ReaxFF.
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Figure 4.16: Globally optimized acetophenone monomer using Ogolem and GFN-FF.

slightly pointing away from the surface, the phenyl ring is slightly displaced between
a top and a bridge adsorption position. The structure, however, is still fairly similar
to the adsorption geometries desribed in Ref. 88 and could yield a better structure
after local optimization at the DFT level. Fig. 4.16 shows the resulting monomer
from optimization with GFN-FF. Here the phenyl ring is in top position and slightly
angled up towards the ketone while the carbonyl oxygen is also pointing away from the
surface. Similarly to the ReaxFF result, this could still yield a better structure after
local optimization at the DFT level.
Fig. 4.17 shows the globally optimized dimer. Here the phenyl rings are both adsorbed
in top position and the carbonyl oxygen atoms are pointing towards the surface. How-
ever, experiments have shown that acetophenone dimers on a Pt(111) surface interact
through their functional groups [89, 90], while the GFN-FF dimer shows the func-
tional groups as far apart as possible. The trimer exhibits similar features as the
dimer (Fig. 4.18). Interestingly, here the upwards bend of the hydrogen bonds very
well visible, which had previously been described wrongly for benzene. However, re-
garding the positioning of the functional groups, this can not be overcome by local
(post-)optimization at the DFT level.
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Figure 4.17: Globally optimized acetophenone monomer using Ogolem and GFN-FF.

Figure 4.18: Globally optimized acetophenone trimer using Ogolem and GFN-FF.
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4.5 Ethyl Pyruvate
In the case of ethyl pyruvate most global optimization work has been done using GFN-
FF, but in addition there have also been local optimizations at the DFT level using
Quantum Espresso [91, 92]. But first, two isomers of ethyl pyruvate need to be differ-
entiated (Fig. 4.19).
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cis trans

Figure 4.19: The two isomers of ethyl pyruvate, cis- and trans- are named with respect
to the OCCO-dihedral angle between the two keto oxygen atoms.

While the trans-isomer is more stable in the gas phase [93], the following results will
show that the cis-isomer is preferred on the surface, due to the interaction of the
carbonyl oxygen atoms with the platinum atoms. This is in agreement with the exper-
iments and calculations by Bürgi et al. [94]. Fig. 4.20 shows the best found monomer
from global optimization with the GFN-FF backend. This ethyl pyruvate molecule is
adsorbed to the surface primarily through its carbonyl oxygen atoms, which each are
positioned on a hollow site. The molecule itself is angled at approximately 35◦ with
respect to the surface. The geometry obtained from DFT plane wave calculations is
shown in Fig. 4.21. The DFT result shows the oxygen atoms each positioned on top
of a platinum atom. The angle at which the molecule is inclined at approximately

Figure 4.20: The best adsorption geometry for ethyl pyruvate on Pt(111) found by
Ogolem and GFN-FF.
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Figure 4.21: The optimized adsorption geometry for cis-ethyl pyruvate on a Pt(111)
surface optimized with Quantum Espresso.

45◦. While the position of the oxygen atoms shows a qualitative difference between
the results from the two methods, the overall geometry of the molecule appears to be
reproduced rather well. It should be noted that the GFN-FF monomer is the result of
a global optimization with Ogolem, where over six million local optimizations were
performed, from a mix of random starting structures (in the initial global optimiza-
tion stage) and “automated intelligent-guess” starting structures (in the later global
optimization stages). Meanwhile, the DFT results are the outcome of two local opti-
mizations, where the starting structures have been generated by manually placing ethyl
pyruvate molecules on a surface slab. Therefore, the DFT result may or may not be
the global minimum, which is impossible to tell without better knowledge of the search
space, whereas the GFN-FF result is fairly likely the global minimum for this method,
based on the extent of the global optimization search that has been performed.
Based on this, experimentally observed oligomers of different sizes have been investi-
gated through global optimization. Fig. 4.22 shows the four best dimers found. While
the best dimer structure shows the two molecules far apart, without any interaction of
the functional groups, the other three structures show some interaction between -CH3

groups and the carbonyl oxygen atoms. For the best dimer the ethyl groups of both
molecules are the parts of the molecules that are closest to each other. For the second
best dimer the ethyl group of one molecule is very close to the ester carbonyl group
of the other molecule, which could be considered as a hydrogen bond. The third best
dimer shows the same interaction of the functional groups, while the molecules are
close to parallel to each other. The fourth best dimer does not show any hydrogen
bond interactions, only the two ethyl groups are close to each other.
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a) Rank0 b) Rank1

c) Rank2 d) Rank3

Figure 4.22: The four best ethyl pyruvate dimers found by global optimization with
the GFN-FF backend in descending order.
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While all of the results shown so far have the molecule in the cis-configuration (which
has also been the supplied seeding structure), other individuals from the global opti-
mization show the trans-configuration as well. This shows that the global optimization
scheme allows for a lot of internal flexibility of the molecules, not constraining the
solutions to only the cis-configuration. Additionally, when more molecules are being
optimized there are many clusters of mixed variety, even though the seeding structure
for the molecule has always been the same. Subsequently, trimers and tetramers have
also been globally optimized, which led to the structures given in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24.
The trimers already display mixed cis- and trans-isomers, for example in Fig. 4.23b the
bottom-most molecule in the image is a trans-isomer. In the best individuals found
the ethyl groups are always pointing towards each other, mostly forming the shape of a
three-pointed star. Only the second best cluster (b) shows a more compact structure.
While the dimers and trimers have displayed some sort of ordering, the tetramers do
not form any well-ordered structures. At this point it might be easier to consider the
best tetramer as two dimers: one dimer is formed by the two molecules top-left, and
the second dimer is formed by the two bottom-right molecules. Similarly the second
tetramer (Fig. 4.24b could be seen as a trimer formed by the top three molecules and
a solo molecule at the bottom. Since the ethyl pyruvate molecules generally adsorb in
the same adsorption geometry as the monomer, and the monomer is really similar it
can be argued that the STM image of those molecules would also look like the one of
the monomer (see Chapter 5). A statistical analysis of the oligomers can therefore be
made in order to compare the theoretical results with the STM images of the oligomers
as well. Table 4.3 shows the dimer minima, ordered by their total energy and the
distance between the centers of mass of the molecules and the angle between their
molecule axes. The molecule axes are defined by the central C-C bond since this aligns
well with the electron density in the STM image. Fig. 4.25 illustrates the distance
between the centers of mass (dashed line) and the angle between the molecule axes
(solid lines, θ).
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a) Rank0 b) Rank1

c) Rank2 d) Rank3

Figure 4.23: The four best trimers found by global optimization with Ogolem and
GFN-FF from best (a) to worst (d).
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a) Rank0 b) Rank1

c) Rank2 d) Rank3

Figure 4.24: The four best tetramers found by global optimization with Ogolem and
GFN-FF from best (a) to worst (d).
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The distance between the centers of mass can be used to determine whether the
molecules are actually close enough to each other to interact, while the angle delivers
information about the orientation of the molecules with respect to each other. Of these
first twenty minima, the ones that have not been categorized (NA) all are more than
8 Å apart, which has been chosen as a cutoff distance. The full table can be found
in the Appendix. To illustrate how well these minimum structures relate to the STM
images, a few examples for the different dimers are shown in Fig. 4.262. The three
dimer structures from global optimization are ranked among the best that have been
found. In table 4.3 they are the second to fourth best ranked structures. The labels
under each image (D1-D3) are descriptors for the STM oligomers in chapter 5, Rank1-3
is a reference to the ranking of the minima, which is also found in Fig. 4.22.

2I would like to thank Marvin C. Schmidt for providing the STM images.
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Figure 4.25: Illustration of the distance (dashed line) and angle (solid lines) between
molecules.

Table 4.3: Center-of-mass distances and molecule axis angles for the 20 lowest lying
minima and the dimer type based on the distances and angles.

Filename Energy kJ/mol dist / Å Angle / ◦ STM Geo
ep.pt111.2/rank0individual98921.xyz -33007.5007 10.94 176.76 NA
ep.pt111.6/rank0individual35570.xyz -32954.2032 7.59 59.22 Butterfly
ep.pt111.8/rank0individual9660.xyz -32874.9889 7.24 167.19 Alternating
ep.pt111.2/rank1individual88615.xyz -32804.5395 7.53 113.04 Allenkey
ep.pt111.4/rank0individual12786.xyz -32786.4786 8.59 111.61 NA
ep.pt111.3/rank0individual89583.xyz -32785.8648 9.78 130.59 NA
ep.pt111.2/rank2individual92746.xyz -32758.6161 9.91 20.69 NA
ep.pt111.4/rank1individual81322.xyz -32701.8859 6.10 123.62 Allenkey
ep.pt111.8/rank1individual20698.xyz -32700.3902 7.57 147.28 Allenkey
ep.pt111.2/rank3individual40770.xyz -32697.5358 7.92 147.92 Allenkey
ep.pt111.8/rank2individual40024.xyz -32692.5944 6.15 60.15 Butterfly
ep.pt111.3/rank1individual86470.xyz -32678.4915 6.80 146.55 Allenkey
ep.pt111.8/rank3individual94993.xyz -32676.926 8.22 154.54 NA
ep.pt111.4/rank2individual44303.xyz -32673.5994 6.07 126.62 Allenkey
ep.pt111.8/rank4individual27954.xyz -32670.8629 5.82 77.49 Butterfly
ep.pt111.4/rank3individual18113.xyz -32670.1312 6.04 75.45 Butterfly
ep.pt111.4/rank4individual26416.xyz -32666.1334 6.64 83.47 Allenkey
ep.pt111.9/rank0individual3309.xyz -32661.9405 5.62 127.78 Allenkey
ep.pt111.4/rank5individual27560.xyz -32660.4456 5.84 64.14 Butterfly
ep.pt111.9/rank1individual4173.xyz -32651.8185 9.88 111.63 NA
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D3, Rank1 D2, Rank2

D1, Rank3

Figure 4.26: Comparison of three different dimer species from STM and global opti-
mization.
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ABSTRACT: Lateral interactions between coadsorbed hydrocarbon species play
an important role in their chemical transformations on catalytic metal surfaces. In
this report, we present a mechanistic study on mutual lateral interactions of the α-
ketoester ethyl pyruvate adsorbed on a well-defined Pt(111) surface, resulting in a
strong weakening of ester bonds. By employing a combination of surface-sensitive
spectroscopic and microscopic techniques as well as theoretical calculations, we
address the atomistic-level structure of surface assemblies containing several ethyl
pyruvate species. We report formation of different types of surface oligomers
comprising topologically different dimer, trimer, and tetramer species. Based on a
combination of spectroscopic and microscopic observations, all species can be attributed to two large classes of oligomers exhibiting
different types of intermolecular bonding. In the first class of species, the intermolecular interaction is realized via H-bonding
between two acetyl groups of ethyl pyruvate, that is, a carbonyl and a methyl group of the neighboring molecules, while in the second
type of species the bonding interaction involves the ester-O of one molecule and the acetyl group of a neighboring adsorbate. For the
latter type of species, a strong IR frequency shift of the ester C−O vibration was observed pointing to a significant weakening of the
related ester bonds, which might exert a strong impact on the chemical transformations involving this group. We demonstrate that
the particular type of intermolecular interaction in ethyl pyruvate assemblies can be effectively tuned by controlling the adsorption
parameters, such as surface coverage and the presence of coadsorbed hydrogen. Obtained results provide important insights into the
details of lateral interactions of complex multifunctional molecules adsorbed on catalytically relevant surfaces. We show that the
parameter space in a catalytic process involving ester compounds can be purposefully varied to tune the strength of the ester bond
toward improving the catalytic performance.

■ INTRODUCTION

Lateral interactions between molecular species adsorbed on a
metal surface might play a crucial role in controlling activity
and selectivity of heterogeneously catalyzed multipathway
reactions. Particularly for reactions involving hydrocarbons, the
selectivity often depends on subtle differences in the activation
barriers of individual reaction routes,1 which are determined
not only by the bonding of the reactants to the underlying
catalyst but also by their intermolecular interactions with the
surrounding adsorbates. The latter type of interactions can
greatly modify the overall energy landscape and by this
strongly alter the selectivity toward the desired reaction. There
are two types of new emerging fields in heterogeneous catalysis
based on this phenomenonenantioselective2,3 and ligand-
assisted4,5 heterogeneous catalysisthat strongly rely on
intermolecular interactions between coadsorbed reactants and
the modifier molecules. The latter species are employed for
surface functionalization rendering the catalyst highly active
and selective toward the desired reaction path. Recently, an
atomistic-level understanding of such complex functionalized
catalysts was achieved in studies combining surface-sensitive
spectroscopies and microscopy with the theoretical approach

for a number of enantio- and chemoselective catalytic
systems,2,3,5−17 allowing to develop first rational ideas for
optimizing lateral interactions in this type of reaction.
Despite this recent progress in the field, the deep

fundamental-level understanding of adsorbate−adsorbate
interactions is available only for a very limited number of
reactive systems because of their vast complexity and
numerous possibilities to build molecular complexes compris-
ing two or more adsorbates. Experimental identification of
adsorbed surface species and a microscopic-level under-
standing of the mutual lateral interactions between single
adsorbates still remain a highly challenging task.
One of the most important reactive systems in the field of

enantioselective heterogeneous catalysis involves α-ketoesters,
which can be efficiently hydrogenated over chirally modified
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surface to corresponding chiral lactates. Several groups
reported atomistic-level studies on surface chemistry of the
simplest α-ketoester methyl pyruvate (MP), over either
pristine or chirally modified Pd(111)18−20 and Pt(111)21,22

metal surfaces. On pristine Pd(111), formation of enol species
as a result of keto−enol tautomerization of the carbonyl group
of MP was proposed.18 The same enol form of MP was also
suggested to be the active species in the 1:1 chiral docking
complexes between MP and the chiral modifier (1-naphthyl)-
ethylamine (NEA).19 On Pt(111), formation of enediolate
species was put forward,22 in which both carbonyl groups
directly interact with two underlying Pt atoms. These and
some other studies23 provided first valuable ideas about the
interaction of α-ketoesters with transition metal surfaces.
However, a number of important questions still remain
unresolved. Specifically, there is no general agreement on the
chemical nature of the adsorbed surface species and on the
possibility of keto−enol tautomerization vs enediolate
formation upon adsorption on transition metal surfaces. Also,
the interaction of structurally more complex α-ketoesters and
the details of their lateral interaction with coadsorbed
molecular species remain largely unexplored.
To address the details of mutual lateral interactions in

structurally more complex α-ketoesters, we performed a
mechanistic study of ethyl pyruvate (EP) adsorbed on a
well-defined Pt(111) surface, both pristine and H-containing.
We employed a unique combination of experimental
techniques24 including molecular beams, infrared reflection−
absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), and scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), capable of providing both spectroscopic
information about the chemical nature of adsorbed surface
species and microscopic information about their distribution in
real space. Complementarily, theoretical modeling of the
adsorption structure of EP monomer and modeling of the
STM images were performed at the density functional theory
(DFT) level to understand the details of lateral interactions
between neighboring surface species. Specifically, we show that
EP forms a large number of oligomers including different types
of dimer, trimer, and tetramer species, the relative abundance
of which strongly depends on the adsorption parameters such
as surface coverage and the presence of hydrogen. Based on a
combination of spectroscopic and microscopic observations, all
species can be attributed to two large classes of oligomers
exhibiting different types of intermolecular bonding. In the first
class of species the intermolecular interaction involves two
acetyl groups of neighboring EP species, while in the second
type of species the bonding interaction is realized via H-
bonding between the ester-O of one molecule and the acetyl
group of a neighboring EP species. This latter type of
interaction significantly weakens the ester bond as suggested
by a strong frequency shift of the related C−O ester vibration,
which might potentially exert a strong impact on the chemical
transformations involving the ester group. The intermolecular
interaction in ethyl pyruvate assemblies can be effectively
tuned by changing the adsorption parameters, such as surface
coverage and the presence of coadsorbed hydrogen, providing
by this an experimentally accessible tool to affect the strength
of the ester bond by changing the nature and the concentration
of coadsorbed species. Additionally, by performing spectro-
scopic investigation with isotopically labeled (13C)EP, we
addressed the previously proposed adsorption models put
forward for α-ketoester MP with transitions metal surfaces.
The spectroscopic observations obtained in our study suggest

that both previously discussed models suggesting enol or
enediolate formation are not valid for a structurally more
complex α-ketoester EP.
The obtained results provide important benchmarks for

theoretical modeling of mutual lateral interactions in complex
molecular assemblies formed on transition metal surfaces.
Currently, theoretical modeling of mutual lateral interaction in
large assemblies of ethyl pyruvate is being performed by global
structure optimization employing a combination of semi-
empirical and force-field approaches.

■ METHODS
All experiments were performed in two independent ultrahigh-
vacuum (UHV) apparatusesUHV-IRAS/molecular beam
and UHV-STM apparatuseach equipped with a dedicated
preparation chamber. After the preparation the samples were
transferred in situ in the main part of each apparatus.

Sample Preparation. The Pt(111) single crystal (MaTeck
GmbH) was cleaned prior to use in a dedicated preparation
chamber (base pressure < 2 × 10−10 mbar) by repeated cycles
of Ar+ ion bombardment at room temperature, followed by
annealing at 1200 K and subsequent oxidation in 1 × 10−7

mbar of O2 at 650−750 K to remove residual carbon. The last
step contains the rapid flash of the sample to 1000 K. Shortly
before each experiment the sample was flashed to 600−800 K
before cooling to the required temperature to remove CO
adsorbates. The long-range order and cleanliness of the
Pt(111) single-crystal were checked by low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and
additionally IRAS of adsorbed CO to probe the abundance of
adsorption sites.
Ethyl pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich, purity >97%) and 13C-ethyl

pyruvate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99% 13C, purity 98%) were purified
prior to each experiment by repeated freeze−pump−thaw
cycles.

IRAS/Molecular Beam Experiments. The IRAS/molec-
ular beam experiments were performed in a specially designed
UHV apparatus (base pressure > 2 × 10−10 mbar). The
apparatus contains two effusive doubly differentially pumped
multichannel array sources operated at room temperature.
Further details on the apparatus can be found elsewhere.25

Ethyl pyruvate and hydrogen were independently dosed via
two molecular beams at typical fluxes of 7.2 × 1012 and 5 ×
1014 molecules s−1 cm−2, respectively.
IRAS data have been acquired by using a vacuum Fourier

transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 80v)
with a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1, a mid-infrared (MIR)
polarizer, and using p-polarized IR light. The spectrometer is
equipped with a narrow-band mercury cadmium telluride
(MCT) detector. All IRAS spectra were acquired at the same
surface temperature that was used for ethyl pyruvate
deposition (100 K). An automated quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS) system (Hiden, HAL 301/3F) was
employed for continuous monitoring of the partial pressures of
gaseous species.

STM Experiments. The STM measurements were
performed in an UHV (base pressure < 1 × 10−10 mbar)
apparatus by employing a variable temperature (90−300 K)
Aarhus 150 SPM (SPECS). All measurements were performed
in a constant current mode, and the bias voltage UT was
applied to the sample. The etched W-Tip was commercially
produced by SPECS and in situ sharpened by repeated cycles
of 1.25 keV Ar+ bombardment with 5 × 10−6 mbar back-
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pressure for 5 min. The sharpness of the W-Tip was validated
on the pristine Pt(111) surface. The quality of the sample was
additionally verified by acquiring STM images prior to the
deposition. EP was dosed through an individual gas doser onto
the Pt(111) surface kept at the desired deposition temperature
and then transferred to the STM chamber for measurements.
For the hydrogen deposition, the measurement chamber was
backfilled with hydrogen through an individual gas doser with
1 × 10−6 mbar during the STM experiment.
DFT Calculations. DFT calculations of the adsorption

geometry of EP monomer adsorbed on Pt(111) were
performed by using a Quantum ESPRESSO26-27 with the
PBE28 functional and projector-augmented-wave pseudopo-
tential Pt.pbe-n-kjpaw_psl.1.0.0.UPF from ref 29, and the
analogue pseudopotentials for the other elements have been
used. The kinetic energy cutoff for the wave functions was set
to 50 Ry, and a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point grid was used to sample the
Brillouin zone. These values have been arrived at by sampling
different values for a platinum slab until the energy was
converged to within 10−4 Ry. To separate the images in the z-
direction, a 90 Å vacuum was used. The energy convergence
cutoff for the optimization itself was set to 10−6 Ry. For the
STM calculation, the Tersoff−Hamann30 approach was used.
The sample bias was 120 meV, and the isovalue was set to 0.5
× 10−6.
Vibrational frequencies of an isolated EP molecule were

calculated within the harmonic approximation at the B3LYP
level with the aug-cc-pvqz basis set and gd3 correction of single
molecules in the gas phase using the Gaussian16 software.31

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimentally, interaction of EP with the Pt(111) surface was
investigated by a combination of molecular beam techniques,
IRAS and STM in two independent ultrahigh-vacuum
apparatuses.24 Figure 1 shows the IR spectrum theoretically
calculated at the DFT level for the gas phase (spectrum 1) and
experimentally measured spectra of EP adsorbed on Pt(111) at
100 K (spectra 2−5). The assignment of the vibrational bands

was performed based on the comparison of the theoretical
spectrum with the experimental spectra (2, regular EP) and
spectra (3, 13C-labeled EP) obtained for multilayer coverages.
The spectra of EP multilayers, in which the absolute majority
of the molecules is not in immediate contact with the
underlying metal, serve as a reference for the nearly
unperturbed molecular state of EP. In the isotopically labeled
component, the carbon atom involved in the carbonyl group of
the acetyl entity (CH3(CO)−) was labeled with 13C (see
Figure 1). In the further discussion, we will denote this
carbonyl group as the acetyl−carbonyl group, while the
carbonyl group involved into the ester entity (−(CO)C−
O−C2H5) of EP will be denoted as ester−carbonyl. Table S1
of the Supporting Information summarizes the experimentally
observed and theoretically computed vibrational bands.
The most important vibrational bands in the multilayer

spectrum comprise the CO stretching vibration at 1741
cm−1 (1701 cm−1 for the 13C-isotope) in the acetyl−carbonyl
group (ν(CO)acetyl),

20 the CO stretching vibration at
1749−1753 cm−1 in ester−carbonyl (ν(CO)ester),

20,25 and
the mixed vibration at 1314 cm−1 including mostly the
stretching mode of the C−O single bond (−(CO)C−O−
C2H5) in the ester group (ν(C−O)ester).20,26 Further visible
vibrations are related to the deformation vibrations of the
−CH2− and −CH3 groups in the range 1360−1476 cm−1

(δ(CHx)), a mixed mode at 1162 cm−1 (νmixed(C−C−C))
mostly involving the stretching vibration of all skeletal carbons,
and the stretching vibration of the CHx groups (ν(CHx)) lying
around 3000 cm−1. Upon isotopic labeling of the acetyl−
carbonyl group by 13C, the vibrational band (ν(CO)acetyl)
shifts from 1741 to 1701 cm−1. The shift by 40 cm−1 is in an
excellent agreement with the previously reported values of 30−
40 cm−1 for simple carbonyl compounds, for example,
acetophenone.9,10 As expected, the other major vibrational
bands related to the ester group (ν(CO)ester and ν(C−
O)ester) do not experience any major shifts upon isotopic
labeling of the acetyl−carbonyl group. The band at 1162 cm−1

assigned to the mixed mode vibration νmixed(C−C−C) shifts
by 19 cm−1. The displacement vectors related to this
vibrational band νmixed(C−C−C) are shown in the Supporting
Information (Figure S1), demonstrating that the labeled 13C
atom is strongly involved in this vibrational mode.
Adsorption of EP at submonolayer coverages was inves-

tigated at the same temperature both with regular and 13C-
labeled species. Spectra 4 and 5 in Figure 1 are related to the
coverage close to saturation for the regular and 13C-labeled EP,
respectively. In this coverage range, the intensity distribution of
the most important vibrational peaks drastically changes: while
both bands at 1753 and 1741 cm−1 completely vanish, the
band ν(C−O)ester remains very pronounced and shifts from
1314 to 1296 cm−1. Additionally, two new bands at 1268 and
1530 cm−1 evolve; their positions are not affected by isotopic
labeling of the acetyl−carbonyl group.
Vanishing of the bands involving both carbonyl groups

might be potentially related to two microscopic reasons: (i)
the orientation of the CO bonds can be nearly parallel to the
underlying metal and the related vibrations becomes invisible
because of the metal surface selection rule;27 (ii) the CO
bond is considerably perturbed due to strong interaction with
the underlying metal and/or coadsorbed species and the
related vibrational band significantly shifts. The red-shift of the
ν(C−O)ester vibration (from the gas phase value 1314 cm−1 to
1296 cm−1) lies in the range typical for adsorption of gaseous

Figure 1. (1) Calculated gas phase spectrum of EP using DFT. IR
spectra of EP adsorbed on Pt(111) at 100 K: (2, 3) EP and 13C-EP
multilayer (total exposure 2.9 × 1015 and 1.1 × 1015 molecules cm−2);
(4, 5) EP and 13C-EP at submonolayer coverage (7.2 × 1013

molecules cm−2).
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hydrocarbon species on metal surfaces28−30 and can be
explained by possible rehybridization of the related molecular
orbitals upon interaction with the underlying metal as well as
by the wall effect.27 The band at 1268 cm−1 lies close to the
band ν(C−O)ester 1296 cm−1 and can be assigned to the same
vibrational mode, which is red-shifted from the less perturbed
state (1296 cm−1) due to, for example, H-bonding. Previously,
pronounced red-shifts due to H-bonding between an O atom
and a H atom of two neighboring molecules were reported for
a number of different hydrocarbon compounds,31,32 for
example, adsorbed acetophenone forming dimer species on
Pt(111).9,11 In the following, we will distinguish between two
ν(C−O)ester vibrational bands and will denote the band at
1296 cm−1 as ν(C−O)ester,1 and the band at 1268 cm−1 as
ν(C−O)ester,2.
The band at 1530 cm−1 is present neither in the multilayer

nor in the gas phase spectra of EP and therefore must arise
from a strong interaction of the adsorbed EP species with Pt.
Importantly, this vibrational band does not shift upon isotopic
labeling of the acetyl−carbonyl group, indicating that the C
atom of the acetyl−carbonyl is not involved into the
appearance of this new band. The exact assignment of the
band at 1530 cm−1 is rather ambiguous. In the previous studies
on structurally more simple MP adsorbed on Pt(111) by
McBreen et al., a band at a similar frequency (1543 cm−1) was
assigned to ν(C−O) or the mixed ν(C−O) + ν(C−C) mode
of an enediolate species,22 in which both carbonyl groups
establish two bonds to underlying two Pt atoms forming a
structural fragment Pt···O···C···C···O···Pt. In the latter studies
from the same group performed at higher temperatures (300
K), a band in a similar frequency range was observed at 1594
cm−1 on Pt(111), which was interpreted as a νCC) mixed
mode of enol species formed after keto−enol tautomerization
of the acetyl groups of MP.21 The group of Tysoe investigated
MP adsorption on Pd(111), where formation of a weak band
in the same frequency range (1558 cm−1) was observed.20 In
this report, the band was assigned to a CC bond formed in
the enol or enolate form of MP, implying that keto−enol
tautomerization of the acetyl group of MP must have occurred.
The hypothesis of enol or enolate formation was supported by
a study from the same group, combining STM and theoretical
modeling of MP species adsorbed on Pd(111).18 On the basis
of the comparison of the experimentally measured STM line

profiles across the adsorbates and theoretically modeled
profiles for ketone and enol forms of MP, the authors
concluded that only the enol form of the adsorbed species can
explain the experimental observations.
It should be emphasized that both models recently proposed

in the literature−formation of enol or enediolate species−are
in strong disagreement with our experimental observations
obtained by IR spectroscopy. If the band at 1530 cm−1

observed in our study would originate either from the CC
bond (as suggested by the enol model) or from enediolate
species, it must shift upon 13C isotopic labeling of acetyl−
carbonyl since this 13C atom would be directly involved in the
corresponding CC bond of the enol species or the Pt···O···
C···C···O···Pt fragment of enediolate. No isotopic shift of the
band at 1530 cm−1 was observed in our IR spectra, so it can be
quite safely concluded that the labeled 13C atom is not
involved in the related vibration. The only remaining
possibility to assign this band is the hypothesis that this
vibration originates from the ester−carbonyl, which must be
strongly shifted from its unperturbed value due to pronounced
mixing of its molecular orbitals with the d-orbitals of
underlying Pt atom(s). Such a scenario for interaction of
carbonyl compounds with transition metals is in agreement
with the adsorption model of acetone previously suggested by
Ibach et al. Investigating acetone adsorption on Pt(111) by a
combination of IRAS and off-specular high-resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), the authors observed
formation of vibrational peaks in the range 1520−1585 cm−1

(IRAS) and 1550 cm−1 (HREELS), which were assigned to a
side-on η2(CO) adsorption configuration of acetone,33 in
which the carbonyl group forms a fragment Pt···C···O···Pt, in
either the π or di-σ configuration. This conclusion was
additionally corroborated by the earlier studies on decom-
position of isopropanol, producing the η2(CO) configuration
in the same frequency range (1584 cm−1).34 The band at 1530
cm−1 observed in our study can be thus most likely related to
the η2(CO) configuration, that is, to the fragment Pt···C···O···
Pt formed for the ester−carbonyl group. In the studies by the
Tysoe and McBreen groups, the bands in the frequency range
1540−1590 cm−1 were rather assigned to the CC bond of
enols, enolates, or enediolates. While this might be true for
MP, in the case of EP adsorption on Pt(111) the assignment of
the band at 1530 cm−1 to the CC bond (formed in the

Figure 2. IRAS spectra of EP adsorbed on Pt(111) at 100 K. The spectra were obtained for (a) increasing EP exposure and (b) during in situ H2
exposure at a constant coverage of EP (full details are given in the Supporting Information).
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original acetyl−carbonyl group) can be excluded as in the
opposite case an isotopic shift must be observed for the labeled
component.
Summarizing the observations obtained in this coverage

range, the absence of the CO vibrational band related to
acetyl−carbonyl arises from the nearly parallel the orientation
of this band with respect to the metal surface.27 In contrast, the
CO vibration of the ester−carbonyl is most likely visible but
significantly red-shifted due to strong rehybridization of the
related molecular orbital with the d-orbitals of underlying Pt
leading to formation of η2(CO) adsorption configuration. The
earlier suggested models based on formation of enol, enolate,
or enediolate species involving the original acetyl−carbonyl
groups are inconsistent with the obtained IR spectra for
isotopically labeled EP.
To further address the chemical nature of the adsorbed

species and the origin of the band at 1530 cm−1, the IR spectra
were recorded at different EP coverages on pristine Pt(111)
(Figure 2a) and on the same surface continuously exposed to
H2 at a constant EP coverage (Figure 2b). On pristine Pt(111),
a combination of bands at 1530 and 1296 cm−1 is observed at
the lowest coverage, while the band at 1268 cm−1 is missing.
With increasing coverage, both bands at 1530 and 1296 cm−1

simultaneously grow in intensity (spectrum 2) and eventually
saturate (spectra 3 and 4). The vibrational band ν(C−O)ester,2
at 1268 cm−1 appears at higher coverages (spectra 2 and 3)
and grows in intensity when the EP coverage increases. It
should be emphasized that the intensity distribution between
the peaks at 1268 and 1296 cm−1 is clearly changing with
increasing coverage. While at the lowest coverage the peak at
1268 cm−1 is not seen and the peak at 1296 cm−1 has a
noticeable intensity, this difference becomes less pronounced
at the highest coverage, at which the intensity of the band at
1268 cm−1 is just about factor of 2 lower than that of the band
at 1296 cm−1. This observation suggest that the species related
to the band at 1268 cm−1 is either not present at the lowest
coverage or is present at a negligibly small concentration.
Interestingly, if the EP-containing surface is continuously
exposed to H2, the intensity distribution of these bands
drastically changes: while the bands at 1530 and 1296 cm−1

gradually and simultaneously disappear, the band at 1268 cm−1

grows in intensity and becomes the dominant vibrational peak
after prolonged H2 exposure (Figure 2b).
The observed evolution of the vibrational bands suggests

that at least two distinct types of surface species exist on
Pt(111): (i) the species S1(IRAS), exhibiting a combination of
two characteristic peaks at 1530 and 1296 cm−1, and (ii) the
species S2(IRAS), showing a prominent vibrational band at 1268
cm−1. The relative abundance of these species strongly
depends on the coverage conditions and the presence of
coadsorbed H: (i) species S1(IRAS) appears already at the lowest
coverage on pristine Pt(111) surface, while the species S2(IRAS)
starts evolving with growing coverage of EP; (ii) the species
S1(IRAS) almost completely converts into the species S2(IRAS)
after prolonged H2 exposure. It should be noted that
quantitative information about the relative population of
both types of EP species cannot be unambiguously deduced
from the IR spectra. First, because of the metal surface
selection rule,27 the IR intensity depends on the projection of
the dynamic dipole moment on the surface normal. With this,
if a given bond is only slightly inclined with respect to the
metal surface, the related vibrational band is seen as a low-
intensity vibration. Additionally, dipole coupling effects, such

as for example intensity transfer to high-frequency bands,27,35

might result in diminishing the IR intensity of the low-
frequency vibration. Despite these complications, it can be
quite safely concluded that surface species with two distinctly
different spectroscopic signatures can be distinguished on
Pt(111), which exhibit different dependencies on the coverage
condition and the presence of coadsorbed H.
The appearance of two distinct vibrational bands related to

C−O vibration in the ester group suggests that this group can
be involved in different type of interactions with the underlying
metal and/or with the coadsorbed species. The adsorption
configuration of these species was investigated by STM under
temperature conditions nearly identical with those of the IRAS
experiments (118 and 100 K, respectively). Figure 3a displays

an image obtained on pristine Pt(111) showing the overview
of different surface assemblies. Interestingly, nearly all
adsorbed species are agglomerated in assemblies of two,
three, or four individual molecules. The close-up images of
these structures measured with submolecular resolution are
displayed in Figure 3b. Generally, all assemblies consist of a
combination of elongated protrusions exhibiting a brighter
spot and a darker area. Specifically, four types of dimers (D1−
D4), two types of trimers (T1, T2), and two types of tetramers
(O1, O2) were identified in our studies. Note that dimer D4
evolves only on H-covered surface and is not present on
pristine Pt(111). Figure 4a−c shows the full data set of STM
images obtained as a function of coverage on pristine Pt(111),
which changes in the range (1.8−70.7) × 1012 molecules/cm2

as well as the statistical evaluation of the abundance of different
types of oligomers. The STM images obtained on Pt(111)
precovered with EP during continuous H2 exposure and the
statistical evaluation of the oligomer distribution obtained
during this treatment are displayed in Figure 5a,b.
To find a correlation between the structure of the molecular

assemblies as observed by STM and the type of intermolecular
bonding in these assemblies deduced from IR spectra, we
analyzed the structure of the assemblies with respect to the
intermolecular intensity distribution. All molecular assemblies
can be divided into two classes: (i) species S1(STM)the
species interacting exclusively via the bright spots (D1−D3)
and (ii) species S2(STM)the species interacting via the bright
spot and a darker protrusion either exclusively (D4, T1, O1) or
at least at part (T2, O2). For the latter species (T2, O2), the
interaction between the bright and the dark protrusions is
present as well as the interaction between two bright spots.

Figure 3. (a) STM image of EP adsorbed on pristine Pt(111) at 118
K (52.2 × 52.2 nm2, full details in the Supporting Information). (b)
Close-up images of different oligomers divided in S1(STM) (dimers D1,
D2, and D3) and S2(STM) (dimer D4, trimers T1 and T2, tetramers
O1 and O2) species. The dimer D4 was observed only on H-covered
Pt(111) surface.
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Figures 4b,c and 5b show the relative abundance of the species
S1(STM) and S2(STM) as a function of increasing coverage
(Figure 4b,c) and increasing H2 exposure (Figure 5b). There is
a clear trend observed in these plots on pristine Pt: the species
S1(STM) prevails at low coverages, while at higher coverages the
concentration of S2(STM) starts growing and this species
eventually dominates. Note that the absolute amount of
species S1(STM) in Figure 4b rather quickly levels off and
remains almost constant up to the highest coverage (IV), while
the abundance of species S2(STM) grows almost by 2 orders of
magnitude between the lowest and the highest coverages (I
and IV). For a series of the experiments involving H2 exposure,
the initial coverage distribution is chosen such that the relative
population of surface oligomers on pristine Pt(111) surface
amounts to 64% for the species S1(STM) (Figure 5a,b). During a
continuous H2 exposure, nearly full conversion of the species
S1(STM) to S2(STM) is observed, while the overall concentration

of adsorbed EP molecules does not notably change during H2
treatment.
A strong correlation between the evolution of the surface

assemblies detected by STM and the vibrational bands in the
IR spectra can be established. The combination of two peaks
appearing first on the pristine Pt(111) surface (1530 and 1296
cm−1, species S1(IRAS)) can be clearly correlated to the
evolution of the species S1(STM), while the band at 1268
cm−1 (species S2(IRAS)), evolving at higher coverages, correlates
with the appearance of the species S2(STM). The evolution of
the surface species on the H-containing surface is also in very
good agreement with this assignment: while on the pristine
surface the bands at 1530 and 1296 cm−1 are clearly visible in
IR spectra and a large fraction of the microscopically observed
assemblies are S1(STM) species, prolonged H2 exposure results
in nearly full conversion of the assemblies to S2(STM) species
accompanied by the full conversion of the bands at 1530 and
1296 cm−1 (S1(IRAS)) to the band 1268 cm−1 (S2(IRAS)). With
this, both investigated adsorption systems suggest a clear
correlation between the spectroscopically detected species
S1(IRAS) and microscopically observed assemblies S1(STM).
Similarly, the appearance of the species S2(IRAS) correlates
with the evolution of the surface assemblies S2(STM). On the
basis of these correlations, it can be concluded that the lateral
interaction typical for the species S1(STM) occurring via two
bright spots leads to the vibrational signature comprising a
combination of the bands 1530 and 1296 cm−1, while the
interaction via the bright sport and the dark protrusion results
in the evolution of the vibrational band at 1268 cm−1.
Based purely on intensity distribution in the STM data, it is

not possible to assign a specific fragment of the EP molecule
the esteror the acetylpart of EPto a bright or a dark
protrusion seen in the STM images. In the previous studies on
MP adsorbed on Pd(111), assignment of the STM intensity
distribution was performed based on theoretical modeling of
STM images.18 Specifically, adsorption of the original MP
molecule was found to result in a homogeneous intensity
distribution, while the pattern comprising a bright and a dark
protrusion was predicted for the enol form of MP, in which the
acetyl−carbonyl group undergoes keto−enol tautomerization.
In this enol species, the bright part of adsorbed MP was
assigned to the ester part of the molecule. This assignment
cannot be, however, transfer to EP adsorbed on Pt(111), as we
can safely exclude formation of enol species involving the
original acetyl−carbonyl group of EP on this surface.
It is important to note that the intensity distribution in the

individual molecules constituting all oligomer species is very
similar. Figure 6 shows three selected oligomersdimer,
trimer, and tetramer species (Figure 6a)and the correspond-
ing line profiles measured along the main axes connecting the
bright and the dark protrusions (Figure 6b). All line profiles
exhibit two maxima with typical distances between them
indicated in Figure 6b. Each value was obtained from the
statistical evaluation of line scans measured for 10−15
oligomers with the same structure. It can be seen that the
intensity distribution and the distances between the intensity
peaks in each individual molecule are very similar for all
oligomers, suggesting that the chemical nature of the monomer
species does not drastically alter due to lateral intermolecular
interactions in the particular oligomer species. To address the
intensity distribution in these individual EP molecules, we
performed theoretical modeling of EP adsorption geometry in
monomer species adsorbed on Pt(111) and the corresponding

Figure 4. (a) STM images (37.3 × 37.3 nm2) of EP adsorbed on
pristine Pt(111) at different coverages at 100 K (full details in the
Supporting Information). (b) Absolute number and (c) relative
abundance of two types of surface species S1(STM) and S2(STM) shown
for different EP surface coverages.

Figure 5. (a) STM images (32.9 × 32.9 nm2) of EP adsorbed on
Pt(111) obtained after different H2 exposures indicated on the
horizontal axis (full details in the Supporting Information). (b)
Relative abundance of two types of surface species S1(STM) and
S2(STM) shown for different H2 exposures.
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STM image at the DFT level. The structural calculations were
performed with the PBE functional and projector-augmented
wave pseudopotentials; the STM images were simulated with
the Tersoff−Hamann approach (for more details see the
Methods section). Figure 7 shows the calculated structure of

the EP monomer (Figure 7a) together with the experimental
(Figure 7b) and modeled STM image (Figure 7c). Figure 7d
displays the line profile derived from the experimental (lines 1a
and 1b) and modeled (line 2) STM images along the main
axis. Note that line 1b is related to the experimental STM
image shown in Figure 7b, while line 1a is an average from 14
experimental line scans measured for D1 species. In the

computed configuration both carbonyl groups are inclined and
point down toward two Pt atoms, while the (C2H5)C−O−
group is lifted above the surface. It should be noted that the
adsorption configuration of EP agglomerated in oligomers
might differ from the one calculated for a monomer species.
Currently, we perform detailed theoretical calculations at DFT,
semiempirical, and force field levels to describe the
intermolecular interactions in the whole variety of oligomer
species, which will be the subject of upcoming reports. In this
study, we mostly focus on the intensity distribution in the
monomer species to draw conclusions on the position of
brighter vs darker spots seen by STM in the individual
molecule. For the computed adsorption configuration of the
monomer, the modeled STM image exhibits an inhomoge-
neous intensity distribution with the higher intensity
positioned at the acetyl part and the lower intensity relating
to the ester part of EP. If this intensity distribution remains the
same in the individual EP molecules involved in oligomers, the
following conclusion can be made on the two observed types
of lateral interactions. First, in the STM species S1(STM)
exhibiting interaction between two bright spots, a H of the
methyl group of one monomer is bonded to the acetyl−
carbonyl of the other monomer. In this case, the ester groups
are not directly involved in H-bonding between two
monomers, which is consistent with the spectroscopic
observation that the C−O bond of the ester group remains
nearly unperturbed and the corresponding vibrational band has
only a minor frequency shift with respect to the multilayer
value (19 cm−1). Second, in the STM species S2(STM) showing
the interaction between the bright and the dark protrusions, a
methyl group of one monomer must be H-bonded to one of
the O atoms of the ester group. Taking into account the fact
that the frequency of the C−O single bond (1268 cm−1) is
strongly red-shifted in this type of species (by 47 cm−1 as
compared to the multilayer value), it can be quite safely
concluded that the ester-O is involved in H-bonding with the
H atom of the methyl group. This hypothesis is in excellent
agreement with earlier IR studies reported for a large variety of
O-containing hydrocarbon compounds in the liquid phase, in
which the effects of H-bonding on vibrational frequencies of
CO bonds were investigated.31,32 Generally, the CO bonds
show frequency shifts of 10−40 cm−1 from their unperturbed
value upon establishing a H bond with a foreign molecule. Also
in our earlier studies on adsorption of acetophenone on
Pt(111), frequency shifts of 20−50 cm−1 were found for CO
vibration involved in H-bonding with one or two neighboring
molecules.9,11 The frequency shift of 28 cm−1 observed in this
study (as compared to the value of nearly unperturbed species
S1(IRAS) 1296 cm

−1) is in good quantitative agreement with the
earlier reported typical range of a few tens of wavenumbers.
On the basis of these considerations, we propose adsorption

configurations for different types of surface species shown in
Figure 8, which are consistent with all experimental
observations made in this study. Figure 8 shows a proposed
configuration of the dimer species D1 and D3 (Figure 8a) and
D2 (Figure 8b), in which the interaction is established between
two acetyl groups of EP, which are predicted to appear as a
bright protrusion in STM images (species S1(IRAS)/S1(STM)).
Here, a H atom of the methyl group establishes H-bonding
with the acetyl−carbonyl group of the second EP molecule. In
this configuration, the ester C−O bond is not directly involved
in intermolecular interaction, which is consistent with the
spectroscopic observation that its vibrational frequency (1296

Figure 6. (a−c) Close-up images of selected oligomer species: dimer
D1, trimer T1, and oligomer O1. (d) Line profiles measured along the
axes 1−9 indicated at the close-up images.

Figure 7. (a) Adsorption geometry of EP monomer calculated at the
DFT level. (b, c) Experimental and theoretically calculated STM
images. (d) STM line profiles along the axes shown in (b) and (c):
(1a) is an average of 14 line profiles in individual EP monomers
agglomerated in dimers D1 as shown in (b); (1b) is measured for a
single EP monomer along the axis 1b; (2) is derived from the
computed STM image shown in (c).
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cm−1) is only slightly shifted as compared to the multilayer
value (1314 cm−1). The frequencies of the ν(C−O)ester
vibrational bands are highlighted in the models with blue
color. Both acetyl−carbonyl groups of the dimer are most
likely oriented close to parallel to the underlying metal surface,
since the corresponding vibrational bands are not seen in the
spectra. The only other observed prominent band at 1530
cm−1 is most likely related to one or both ester−carbonyl(s) of
EP. As discussed above, the strong red-shift of this band can
arise from substantial rehybridization of the related molecular
orbital with the d-electrons of Pt and might be indicative of a
η2(CO) configuration suggested in earlier studies for acetone
adsorption. The experimentally observed configurations of the
dimers D1 and D3 differ slightly with respect to the relative
orientation of the individual molecules (see Figure 3b), which
is most likely dictated by the underlying metal support. The
stabilities of D1, D2, and D3 dimers on Pt(111) seem to be
similar as these species are observed simultaneously.
The second type of interaction based on establishing a

connection between the brighter and the darker protrusions of
the surface species is exemplified for selected oligomer
structures D4 and T1 (Figure 8c,d). In this type of species
(S2(IRAS)/S2(STM)), the ester group of one molecule is involved
into H-bonding with the methyl group of the neighboring
species. This interaction results in a strong red-shift of the
ν(C−O)ester vibration to 1268 cm−1 observed spectroscopi-
cally. Because no other vibrational bands in the range of
carbonyl groups could be observed for this species, it can be
concluded that all CO groups are oriented nearly parallel to
the surface for this type of adsorption configuration. It should
be noted that the species T2 and O2 exhibit not only the
interaction between the bright and the dark protrusions but

also the interaction between the bright and the bright
protrusions. In this case, one molecule with be involved on
one side into the acetyl−carbonyl/acetyl−methyl interaction,
the same as in species S1(IRAS), and on the other side, the ester-
O will be involved in the interaction with the methyl group of
the acetyl entity of the neighboring species, the same as in
species S2(IRAS).
It should be emphasized that the strong red-shift of the

ν(C−O)ester vibration observed for the second type of surface
species S2(IRAS)/S2(STM) implies that this bond is significantly
weakened by the lateral interaction with the neighboring
molecules as compared to the less perturbed S1(IRAS)/S1(STM)
state. This observation suggests that the chemical trans-
formations involving this notably weakened ester bond might
be significantly facilitated in the second type of complex. This
phenomenon opens a prospect of rational control of the
catalytic transformations involving ester groups by tuning the
parameter space of a catalytic reaction, such as the
concentration of surface adsorbates and the presence of
coadsorbed H to create the second type of EP assembly with
strongly weakened ester bonds.
Exposure of the EP-precovered surface to H2 results in a

complete switching of the intermolecular interaction from type
S1(IRAS)/S1(STM) to type S2(IRAS)/S2(STM). In terms of the
model discussed above, this means that H-bonding involving
an acetyl−carbonyl group disappears, and the other type of
bonding involving the ester-O atom evolves. This hypothesis is
in an excellent agreement with our earlier studies on a the
simple carbonyl compound acetophenone adsorbed on the
Pt(111) surface.9,12 While acetophenone was observed to form
two types of dimers involving a carbonyl group on pristine
Pt(111), exposure to H2 below 240 K resulted in rupture of all
H bonds and falling apart of all dimer species. This
phenomenon originates most likely from a high propensity of
carbonyl groups to build a quasi-H-bonding to H atoms
adsorbed on the metal. In this case, the bonding of the
carbonyl groups to surface-adsorbed H seems to produce a
more stable surface species than acetophenone dimers
connected via H-bonding between the carbonyl and the
methyl group of the neighboring molecules. In the case of EP,
a similar behavior is observed−in the presence of surface-
adsorbed H the bonding involving a carbonyl group
disappears. However, a different type of H-bonding involving
the ester-O is possible in EP, which cannot be realized in a
simple carbonyl acetophenone. As a result, a new type of
intermolecular interaction prevails on H-covered surfaces,
producing the S2(IRAS)/S2(STM) species binding via the ester-O
atom.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, in this study the details of mutual lateral
interactions in ethyl pyruvate oligomers adsorbed on well-
defined Pt(111) surface were addressed by a combination of
IRAS, STM, molecular beam techniques, and theoretical
modeling at the DFT level. It was shown that EP forms a
large number of different oligomer species including different
types of dimers, trimers, and tetramers. Based on a
combination of spectroscopic and microscopic observations,
all species can be attributed to two large classes of oligomers
exhibiting different types of intermolecular binding. The first
class of speciesS1(IRAS)/S1(STM)comprising three topolog-
ically different types of dimers, shows two characteristic
vibrational bands, related to nearly unperturbed C−O

Figure 8. Proposed models for different types of EP oligomers: (a, b)
the dimer assemblies formed between two acetyl groups related to the
species S1(IRAS)/S1(STM); (c, d) selected dimer and trimer assemblies
formed between the acetyl and ester groups related to the species
S2(IRAS)/S2(STM).
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stretching vibration of the ester group and most likely strongly
perturbed ester−carbonyl vibration. Intermolecular interaction
in these species is realized via H-bonding between two acetyl
groups, in which an O atom of the carbonyl group is bonded to
a H atom of the methyl group of a neighboring molecule. In
STM images, this species appears as dimers connected to each
other via two bright protrusions. DFT modeling of the STM
images performed for EP monomer species confirms that the
position of the bright protrusion is related to the acetyl group
of EP. The second class of speciesS2(IRAS)/S2(STM)
comprising a dimer and four different types of trimers and
tetramers, exhibits a characteristic vibrational band related to a
strongly red-shifted C−O stretching vibration of an ester group
ν(CO)ester,2. The shift is proposed to arise from a second type
if intermolecular interaction involving H-bonding between the
ester-O and the methyl group of neighboring EP. In STM
images, the corresponding surface species show an interaction
between the bright and the dark protrusions of the neighboring
molecules. The latter type of interaction significantly weakens
the ester bond as evidenced by a strong frequency shift, which
might exert a considerable impact on the chemical trans-
formations involving the ester group.
The abundance of both types of surface species depends on

surface coverage of EP and on the presence of coadsorbed H.
On the pristine surface, the species S1(IRAS)/S1(STM) prevail at
low coverages, while the species S2(IRAS)/S2(STM) dominate in
the high coverage regime. In the presence of H, the species
S1(IRAS)/S1(STM) become fully converted into the species
S2(IRAS)/S2(STM), suggesting that the binding via acetyl groups
converts to binding via the acetyl−ester entities on H-
containing surfaces. With this, the type of intermolecular
interaction in ethyl pyruvate assemblies can be effectively
tuned by changing the adsorption parameters, such as surface
coverage and the presence of coadsorbed hydrogen, providing
by this an experimentally accessible way to affect the strength
of the ester bond by changing the nature and concentration of
coadsorbed species.
The obtained results provide important insights into the

details of lateral interactions of complex multifunctional
molecules adsorbed on catalytically relevant surfaces. We
show that the parameter space in a catalytic process involving
ester compounds can be purposefully varied to tune the
strength of the ester bond toward improving the catalytic
performance.
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6 | Summary and Outlook
In this thesis global optimization with evolutionary algorithms has been applied to
molecules on surfaces, following up on the adsorption of Lennard-Jones clusters on
Lennard-Jones surfaces. Several FF and SEQM methods have been considered and
tested on multiple molecules. For benzene, ReaxFF clearly described the adsorption
geometry of a single molecule best with respect to DFT reference data. For acetophe-
none, the adsorption of monomers from ReaxFF and GFN-FF were similar and both
did not fully represent the DFT reference. The acetophenone dimers that have been
optimized with GFN-FF were adsorbed next to each other and the functional groups
were pointing outward. This does not agree well with experimental results. For ethyl
pyruvate, the adsorbed minima have all been optimized with GFN-FF. The global
minimum for the monomer agrees well with DFT data that has been calculated using
Quantum ESPRESSO with the PBE functional. At this point the argument should be
made that the globally optimized monomer could easily have been cut out of the surface
with a small slab, which could then have been optimized with Quantum ESPRESSO
to obtain the same structure and STM results. This then constitutes the full workflow
as postulated in the Introduction.

In this thesis only a few select molecules have been analyzed and Pt(111) surfaces have
been used almost exclusively. The reason for this choice was on the one hand motivated
by having collaborators who were working on the same molecules on Pt(111) surface
slabs in their experiments. On the other hand the availability of ReaxFF parameters for
the Pt(111) surface was also an initial factor. The main conclusion is that Ogolem in
combination with an appropriate method can deliver promising adsorption geometries
without any prior information about the adsorption. Of the tested methods GFN-FF
and ReaxFF have shown to be the most promising. There are now multiple avenues
to continue improving upon this presented work. One possibility would be to improve
the parametrization of GFN-FF with a focus on surface adsorption. Another option
would be to create additional ReaxFF parametrizations for more surfaces analogously
to Ref. 56. The performance of these methods on a broader variety of molecules
could also be tested. One such example is naphthyl ethyl amine (NEA), which is a
larger aromatic system (Fig. 6.1). The coadsorption of different molecules and their
interaction on a surface could also be investigated by these tools. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 6.2 where an acetophenone molecule and an NEA molecule are adsorbed
next to each other.

But additional attention should also be paid to the semiempirical methods, both for the
adsorption of metal clusters on metals and of molecules on surfaces. In addition to the
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Figure 6.1: Globally optimized naphthyl ethyl amine adsorbed on a Pt(111) surface.

Figure 6.2: An acetophenone and an NEA molecule coadsorbed on a Pt(111) surface.
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Figure 6.3: Ethyl pyruvate dimer on an Al(100) surface optimized with Ogolem and
GFN1.

optimization of Al atoms on an Al(100) surface in section 4.2 the optimization of ethyl
pyruvate molecules on the same surface was possible with this method (Fig. 6.3). For
DFTB there were parameters for C, H, O, Au and Ag mentioned in Ref. 16 that should
be available upon request from the authors of that publication. A recent publication
has shown the promise of global optimization of nanoclusters with DFTB [96], the
combination of promising global optimization and parameters suitable for molecules
on surfaces makes this an interesting method to consider.
In addition to improvements to the backend methods, the global optimization method
could also possibly be improved. Following the arguments made in Ref. 14 biasing the
optimization algorithms towards surface-adsorbed molecules could reduce the compu-
tational cost significantly. In the case of Ogolem there are already surface-specific
algorithms implemented, but the initialization of the individuals still occurs in a spher-
ical shape. This could be replaced by e.g. a cuboid shape by modifying the packing
algorithm1.

1To the authors knowledge there is already ongoing work in this area.
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1. TABLE S1: Assignment of vibrational modes of ethyl pyruvate 

The assignment of the vibrational bands was performed based on the theoretically computed 

spectrum as well as experimentally measured spectra of isotopically labelled 13C-EP. The 

references cited in the table demonstrate that the assignment performed in this study is in 

agreement with the previously published one. 

Frequency cm-1 Assignment Ref. 

12C 13C 

 

B3LYP   

Sub-

monolayer 

[95 K] 

Multilayer         

[95 K] 

Sub-

monolayer 

[95 K] 

Multilayer         

[95 K] 

aug-cc-

pVTZ scaled 

(f=0.9858) 

  

2988 

2972 

2987 

2981 

2989 

2974 

2986 

2978 

3104 - 2996 ν(C-H)x 
8 

1530 1753 1529 1750 1739 ν(C=O)ester 
9 

 
1741  1701 1775 ν(C=O)acetyl 

10 

 1476  1474 1477 δas(CH2-CH3) 
8, 11 

1465 1465 1460 1460 1464 δs(CH2-CH3) 
11 

1444 1447 1442 1445 1440 δas(CH2-CH3)  8, 10-13  

1428 1424 1428 1426 1436 δas(CH3) 
10-11 

 
1360  1360 1373 δs(CH3)   

8, 10, 13-14 

1296 

1268 

1313 1296 

1268 

1306 1290 ν(C-O)ester,1 

ν(C-O)ester,2 

10, 13 

 
1162  1143 1150 mixed(C-C-C)  

 1116  1116 1118 ρ(O-C2H5) 
10 

1020 1028 1018 1027 1026 ρ(C2H5)/ν(C-C) 8 

1006 1010 1002 1010 1024 ν(C-C) 10, 13 
 

975  975 965 ρ(CH3) 
12 
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2. Graphical illustration of the calculated mixed mode vibration at 1150 cm-1 of 

gaseous ethyl pyruvate. 

 

Figure 1_SI. Graphical illustration of the calculated mixed mode vibration at 1150 cm-1 of 

gaseous ethyl pyruvate. Blue arrows show the displacement vectors of the atoms participating 

in the vibration. The resulting dynamic dipole moment vector lies in the C-C-C-O plane is 

shown as a black arrow. 

 

3. Full experimental details for Figures 2-5. 

Figure 2. IRAS spectra of EP adsorbed on Pt(111) at 100 K obtained after dosing of EP at a 

flux of 7.2·1012 molecules·s-1·cm-2. The spectra were obtained for (a) increasing EP exposure: 

(1) 1.4·1013, (3) 4.3·1013, (3) 7.2·1013, (4) 1.0·1014, (5) 1.1·1014, (6) 1.3·1014 molecules·cm-2; 

and (b) during in-situ H2 exposure at a constant coverage of EP. The initial coverage of EP 

(spectrum 1) amounts to 7.2·1013 molecules·cm-2. The spectra (2)-(5) were acquired after H2 

exposures indicated on the right side of (b). 

Figure 3. (a) STM image of EP adsorbed on pristine Pt(111) (exposure at 135 K, acquisition 

temperature 118 K, 611 mV, 0.267 nA, 52.2 × 52.2 nm2). (b) Close-up images of different 

oligomers divided in S1(STM) (dimers D1, D2 and D3) and S2(STM) (dimer D4, trimers T1 and 

T2, tetramers O1 and O2) species. Note that the dimer D4 was observed only on H-covered 

Pt(111) surface. 

Figure 4. (a) STM images (37.3 × 37.3 nm2) of EP adsorbed on pristine Pt(111) at different 

coverages. The images were obtained at 105 – 120 K for the following surface coverages of 

EP: (I) 1.8∙1012, (II) 10.5∙1012, (III) 13.5∙1012, (IV) 70.7∙1012 molecules·cm-2. Imaging 

conditions: 130 – 800 mV, typical tunnelling currents of 0.1 - 0.5 nA. (b) Absolute number of 

two types of surface species S1(STM) and S2(STM) shown for different EP surface coverages. (c) 

Relative abundance of two types of surface species S1(STM) and S2(STM) shown for different EP 

surface coverages. In both cases, statistical evaluation was done for an area larger than shown 

in (a) (52.2 × 52.2 nm2) 

Figure 5 (a) STM images (32.9 × 32.9 nm2) of EP adsorbed on Pt(111) obtained after different 

H2 exposures indicated on the horizontal axis. The images were obtained at 110 K after the 

exposure to EP followed by in situ H2 exposure in the STM chamber. Imaging conditions: 127-

144 mV, typical tunnelling currents of 0.2 - 0.3 nA. (b) Relative abundance of two types of 

surface species S1(STM) and S2(STM) shown for different H2 exposures. Statistical evaluation was 

done for an area larger than shown in (a) (52.2 × 52.2 nm2) 
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A.2. Global Optimization Example Input

A.2 Global Optimization Example Input
A global optimization as done in this work requires the following input files:

• A *.ogo file for Ogolem.

• A *.xyz file for the molecule and the surface, respectively.

• An xcontrol file, describing which atoms to fix.

The *.ogo file can look like this for an optimization with GFN-FF:

###OGOLEM###
DebugLevel=42
GlobOptAlgo=cluster{xover(multiple:10%vinland:mode=surface,moveperstep=0.2,maxmoves=200,maxtries=200;sweden:cutstyle=2|10%vinland:mode=surface,moveperstep=0.2,maxmoves=200,maxtries=200;norrbotten:cutstyle=2|30%norrbotten:cutstyle=2|20%mutationasxover:2d-extcoordmc:mode=some,maxmovecom=40.0,maxmoveeuler=1.0|20%mutationasxover:2d-extcoordmc:mode=one,maxmovecom=40.0,maxmoveeuler=1.0|10%mutationasxover:flatland:maxtrans=30.0)mutation(multiple:30%2d-extcoordmc:mode=one,maxmovecom=40.0,maxmoveeuler=1.0|30%2d-extcoordmc:mode=one,maxmovecom=40.0,maxmoveeuler=1.0|5%extcoordmc:mode=some,maxmovecom=30.0,maxmoveeuler=0.7|5%extcoordmc:mode=one,maxmovecom=30.0,maxmoveeuler=0.7|10%montecarlo:mode=one|10%montecarlo:mode=some|10%flatland:maxtrans=30.0)}
LocOptAlgo=xtb:method=gfn-ff,xcontrol=fix.surf
PoolSize=20
NumberOfGlobIterations=20000
GrowCell=false
CellSize=25;25;25
BlowFacDissoc=3.5
BlowInitialBonds=1.45
BlowBondDetect=1.45
CollisionDetection=simplepairwise
DiversityCheck=percfitnessbased:0.03
GeometryChoice=fitnessrankbased:bothfitness,gausswidth1=0.5,gausswidth2=0.01
ThreshLocOptGradient=1E-7
PostSanityCD=true
PostSanityDD=true
GeneticRecordsToSerial=10000
GeometriesToSerial=10000
<GEOMETRY>
NumberOfParticles=2
<MOLECULE>
MoleculeRepetitions=2
MoleculePath=ethylpyruvate.xyz
</MOLECULE>
</GEOMETRY>
<ENVIRONMENT>
EnvironmentCartes=pt111_5x5_sorted.xyz
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EnvironmentKind=simpleenvironment
ReferencePoints=35;53;59
AllowedSpace=halfspherespace:0.0,0.0,0.0;9.0
BlowFacEnvInit=0.9
</ENVIRONMENT>

Most of these keywords are used for controlling the global optimization setup itself.
The part encased by 〈GEOMETRY〉 describes the molecules that are to be optimized,
while the part encased by 〈ENVIRONMENT〉 describes the surface1. For GFN-FF
optimizations an xcontrol file may be used to hold the surface fixed. In this example
the xcontrol file has the following content:

$fix
elements: Pt

$end

More options for fixing atoms are given in the xTB online manual [98] in the “Detailed
Input” section.

A.3 Full tables for ethyl pyruvate dimer data

Table A.1: Full table of ethyl pyruvate dimer distances and angles.
Filename Etot COM distance / Å Angle / ◦

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank0individual70659.xyz -32471.5621 6.326146627532364 13.40380587514173
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank1individual35226.xyz -32448.2620 8.056261433751004 166.3595675754906
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank2individual6339.xyz -32431.3019 7.604812330499141 120.74533485374036

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank3individual69747.xyz -32417.7973 4.441494060787305 9.054347977859456
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank4individual56120.xyz -32410.0875 4.909594550589581 161.7885113726111
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank5individual3089.xyz -32403.1360 4.617713824999868 172.2928724010728

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank6individual54265.xyz -32396.3780 8.233492300441537 162.90777138346903
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank7individual54945.xyz -32392.8207 8.030708364755997 91.89257565934349
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank8individual2983.xyz -32379.8735 6.44582891010129 162.05831371217462

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank9individual52145.xyz -32367.7365 7.4387784189510535 146.9529821951671
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank10individual26601.xyz -32356.1576 5.598962488059518 98.55032730902752
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank11individual68732.xyz -32341.7738 5.256490381342559 148.05596194925906
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank12individual31866.xyz -32315.9116 6.791993786611863 110.61531656965839
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank13individual10982.xyz -32309.7171 6.980254847189523 66.45339853075049
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank14individual5031.xyz -32299.9660 5.913529642846762 155.69345562294623
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank15individual263.xyz -32288.9153 4.23163369229529 84.38002872872535

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank16individual85414.xyz -32284.1633 6.588005070268523 62.20324053656668
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank17individual69482.xyz -32260.8003 6.472560005724991 155.46026193939227
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank18individual36521.xyz -32225.7281 7.5964780922884465 105.93450034155435
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.1/rank19individual52579.xyz -32216.8333 6.7940188240348105 150.23479005960687
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank0individual98921.xyz -33007.5007 10.935977235769972 176.75893288438115
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank1individual88615.xyz -32804.5395 7.531333272947113 113.0412599010888
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank2individual92746.xyz -32758.6161 9.914557751802185 20.686941703009456
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank3individual40770.xyz -32697.5358 7.924448230846278 147.92067144504549
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank4individual40587.xyz -32604.2856 8.347922673765853 176.0667413130713
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank5individual55697.xyz -32521.3251 4.884410662874251 128.15339611601968
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank6individual83884.xyz -32500.8948 5.421276211309141 113.31190190118114
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank7individual83985.xyz -32472.4373 5.591023889267396 118.25201851322112
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank8individual50608.xyz -32434.7566 5.686251460918367 128.05313962615935
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank9individual64680.xyz -32413.1957 5.248337571988544 82.02906009407366

1More detailed descriptions of the Input keywords may be found in the Ogolem manual [97]
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workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank10individual94988.xyz -32400.6004 6.008392361576589 71.03606836728162
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank11individual99373.xyz -32390.3312 5.141374656948395 106.69861347163642
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank12individual51898.xyz -32383.0451 8.659467981410899 117.39361968462947
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank13individual51127.xyz -32378.7144 5.121063077413614 103.32995239531758
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank14individual48828.xyz -32373.3011 5.233399007691317 94.18245545530723
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank15individual55830.xyz -32369.2018 7.431204827453837 162.68618822726654
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank16individual46071.xyz -32365.8467 5.469830027466216 26.950685722546
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank17individual28610.xyz -32360.4269 5.6910019409367205 140.53815779556658
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank18individual38957.xyz -32355.3017 5.12546727114713 142.77949201535893
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.2/rank19individual46809.xyz -32352.0070 5.96155883968199 98.56587543085851
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank0individual89583.xyz -32785.8648 9.781660988185058 130.59280333679087
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank1individual86470.xyz -32678.4915 6.795654571615569 146.55327914668723
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank2individual54167.xyz -32639.9789 7.575207107221135 61.45187899508009
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank3individual58190.xyz -32621.8022 9.574713122191499 162.70469770957692
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank4individual72815.xyz -32615.4751 4.487436911989242 174.15398355850724
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank5individual89172.xyz -32569.0094 7.216994928712038 118.61924509303005
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank6individual80831.xyz -32524.1527 6.101649593441331 106.93137809097668
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank7individual99499.xyz -32509.9737 5.481312830487709 116.56234404694267
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank8individual88319.xyz -32468.3021 7.480773114809026 129.09890705947717
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank9individual56703.xyz -32421.5334 3.923827060410342 86.42018725145942

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank10individual60108.xyz -32413.9512 5.745379774932219 47.184545318927086
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank11individual37209.xyz -32399.0898 5.3323010573753145 150.82641431464728
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank12individual67167.xyz -32389.4148 5.105371228982088 137.03723689348587
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank13individual60292.xyz -32378.8214 5.333276046410429 76.57954278940514
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank14individual92746.xyz -32373.2133 8.048225197834041 60.62611753354282
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank15individual25872.xyz -32364.3595 8.388470973785816 38.683625366621634
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank16individual89587.xyz -32360.9997 9.440360909758192 174.4045218948967
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank17individual72983.xyz -32356.5179 5.012568230116333 150.17591844403677
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank18individual26115.xyz -32350.9399 7.178265724608085 126.28614269007217
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.3/rank19individual67374.xyz -32343.6598 7.054943430891859 36.27706836102643
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank0individual12786.xyz -32786.4786 8.588156337489742 111.610432244898
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank1individual81322.xyz -32701.8859 6.100015675786429 123.615659430463
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank2individual44303.xyz -32673.5994 6.070124859505269 126.6196201515235
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank3individual18113.xyz -32670.1312 6.036122656578654 75.44713323615724
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank4individual26416.xyz -32666.1334 6.641521859159913 83.46601834636677
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank5individual27560.xyz -32660.4456 5.836677490258163 64.13555061252625
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank6individual47754.xyz -32649.1169 4.937765479983238 138.3029159400553
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank7individual18457.xyz -32643.7513 4.854191563000551 147.15067610052546
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank8individual71599.xyz -32637.8227 4.3567284528039405 80.49475766649397
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank9individual76358.xyz -32625.2942 4.908892042146852 110.11677690268081

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank10individual97183.xyz -32621.2299 4.820495237705831 107.14809445336809
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank11individual24963.xyz -32615.7314 7.007686770316332 132.93365549485753
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank12individual54016.xyz -32610.1503 4.384086340723369 61.84391877582529
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank13individual18064.xyz -32604.5921 7.013614557903743 84.69078552452756
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank14individual18512.xyz -32600.2956 4.513318035626462 113.88189915721874
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank15individual99227.xyz -32595.8017 6.124768623281098 138.01533427649116
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank16individual41454.xyz -32583.0895 8.847159875956116 156.4600502194217
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank17individual65712.xyz -32578.1942 8.51456170490642 140.2159048088635
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank18individual31265.xyz -32574.5844 5.460196515704626 109.06808066832092
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.4/rank19individual33321.xyz -32562.2363 5.942794513280081 55.7981029873431
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank0individual29389.xyz -32635.6954 8.644456667599169 77.92110717457635
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank1individual67119.xyz -32618.1265 4.90304312877531 113.14978528192103
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank2individual96394.xyz -32613.4290 6.756625715255576 103.39878288276982
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank3individual93257.xyz -32605.9184 6.952668678626309 102.81431500391025
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank4individual91055.xyz -32600.9694 7.070529644011659 41.84464011486121
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank5individual40539.xyz -32592.4575 8.26089782723372 91.97945863553132
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank6individual74321.xyz -32562.6433 6.429228942041435 83.5445112911864
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank7individual50704.xyz -32556.8512 4.8343690236474615 159.9059391313305
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank8individual69202.xyz -32551.6942 6.937230683013701 107.56723191307948
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank9individual59940.xyz -32547.1746 8.07893799738643 135.49985912818983

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank10individual70366.xyz -32538.4942 4.548705597032945 103.55744146283482
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank11individual78411.xyz -32533.2602 6.882176120539386 149.41685870423115
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank12individual50462.xyz -32509.5045 4.2599992409587415 47.88150801109505
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank13individual85902.xyz -32504.1161 8.049513243736238 139.1566391617858
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank14individual47647.xyz -32494.5513 4.397681298645167 139.847523822608
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank15individual93121.xyz -32490.6273 5.136054083413098 51.44342866422558
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank16individual57468.xyz -32480.1146 5.562550891403685 76.68445647688047
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank17individual70146.xyz -32468.7277 5.242687043095637 61.54309051994173
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank18individual81652.xyz -32437.4823 5.3091121395323455 156.185219210641
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.5/rank19individual57268.xyz -32433.5998 8.606593778537997 66.36559524266585
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank0individual35570.xyz -32954.2032 7.587505821847836 59.22290647397377
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank1individual10884.xyz -32642.3184 7.253015228350482 116.98723494592667
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank2individual22889.xyz -32573.5227 7.8212107058626 137.24524307028284
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank3individual13467.xyz -32529.9951 5.860841211698005 94.30388276551402
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank4individual7429.xyz -32475.3089 4.376203894949614 83.91996927722103

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank5individual40892.xyz -32459.1260 7.153371692865916 89.39079592412061
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workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank6individual38299.xyz -32412.7494 7.325687948672761 120.67037121125819
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank7individual90026.xyz -32394.9752 6.454977840972652 131.01220208972896
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank8individual96622.xyz -32377.4764 5.9894875722789775 57.13417040048242
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank9individual75929.xyz -32361.6739 5.238021163287622 89.52512127458446

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank10individual86776.xyz -32354.4113 5.559025436312794 125.3718717530719
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank11individual38725.xyz -32345.3496 9.57310642429557 135.09007981257108
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank12individual65888.xyz -32340.6023 6.94025952942539 124.00527414384565
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank13individual2306.xyz -32333.3053 7.296911849799128 147.11829221434863

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank14individual66440.xyz -32327.7296 5.1263597157776895 86.95591276360828
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank15individual42813.xyz -32324.4350 5.32528087384191 167.64621050619155
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank16individual63898.xyz -32311.9749 4.981483640907558 160.28199595091124
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank17individual30253.xyz -32307.0982 8.473705795397555 95.86847548320834
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank18individual3854.xyz -32290.8819 6.211350284023602 118.23750050408584

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.6/rank19individual60597.xyz -32287.2776 4.852506675927054 55.61674764056588
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank0individual56078.xyz -32414.8720 8.325298953398134 106.24369336404416
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank1individual46485.xyz -32397.9719 6.6961690463659265 162.2633001194179
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank2individual35420.xyz -32366.3704 6.484076254221387 34.038186977185894
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank3individual38417.xyz -32346.7534 8.566974434978894 135.11424251572612
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank4individual52800.xyz -32338.8659 7.9429916772659865 120.3818211525409
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank5individual37013.xyz -32286.8290 9.094798398274028 81.77515868287219
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank6individual4215.xyz -32257.3865 5.294486138857476 101.81392398876244

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank7individual38568.xyz -32232.1850 5.441492711641032 120.28482016584296
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank8individual81155.xyz -32216.7439 7.42506717084657 84.12036449811336

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank9individual864.xyz -32198.7157 6.727144749855902 138.32373995169604
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank10individual41299.xyz -32174.3018 8.892531251283685 35.18564596711978

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank11individual603.xyz -32167.1527 6.158312095419614 122.93855089377868
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank12individual38999.xyz -32163.7911 6.72486940866021 166.0774820736581
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank13individual39069.xyz -32151.7715 6.842682536839547 137.2936548500836
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank14individual44060.xyz -32147.4984 7.0349621173847545 154.9690599021796
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank15individual54597.xyz -32140.0276 6.85825503881436 55.001907620032654
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank16individual71925.xyz -32132.1753 8.397202585979237 17.084968155465056
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank17individual79563.xyz -32121.7525 9.99696385335667 139.91617769474618
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank18individual34763.xyz -32115.4807 9.610984334397306 147.31333826924293
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.7/rank19individual20987.xyz -32109.4847 7.802459607110492 126.38762974090906

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank0individual9660.xyz -32874.9889 7.236514265482202 167.19043097481944
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank1individual20698.xyz -32700.3902 7.570881443580535 147.27637771112921
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank2individual40024.xyz -32692.5944 6.150772346052841 60.14617304094791
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank3individual94993.xyz -32676.9260 8.218572821098919 154.53809856707704
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank4individual27954.xyz -32670.8629 5.8168297561378415 77.48749649390479
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank5individual7532.xyz -32647.5926 6.909225774550764 61.180081516922705

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank6individual74436.xyz -32643.7080 4.335040285988399 173.1988414187368
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank7individual50868.xyz -32631.9066 8.295978252126517 59.10001460438476
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank8individual9924.xyz -32604.7452 5.9429895117673 87.35300444440784
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank9individual9063.xyz -32597.9076 6.791977871274952 153.35887708276368

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank10individual8305.xyz -32592.3824 7.817729596005012 87.45297836654659
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank11individual29173.xyz -32586.8398 7.219920788985374 118.90069723216871
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank12individual40003.xyz -32581.9294 5.269282141266872 84.71815183502218
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank13individual34974.xyz -32569.2888 5.117932581013279 63.739664535388926
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank14individual35285.xyz -32553.7886 8.991940585367882 155.59790246568002
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank15individual11651.xyz -32547.6810 6.900072397780853 104.39528064305851
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank16individual20996.xyz -32526.1674 6.605483579647262 108.57733390593785
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank17individual40959.xyz -32510.2112 9.366783507835382 161.82229968768056
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank18individual50952.xyz -32505.2876 6.462555110087451 168.72981023680248
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.8/rank19individual37436.xyz -32491.7254 5.988547524251449 173.40099035582264

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank0individual3309.xyz -32661.9405 5.624861830984283 127.77652795525526
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank1individual4173.xyz -32651.8185 9.877404195509762 111.62976749417162
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank2individual3779.xyz -32633.9136 8.790612012081382 131.32826435318174

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank3individual31973.xyz -32563.7191 5.048492454336488 78.38110604832268
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank4individual10715.xyz -32467.2586 5.355566300924535 171.91017253925648
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank5individual14826.xyz -32432.7299 8.948444346283786 110.98050185916836
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank6individual10107.xyz -32419.1163 5.914914385801341 26.74546628694578
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank7individual67066.xyz -32392.5238 6.481540365969349 32.37660129133053
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank8individual4529.xyz -32377.5574 9.217755921139323 113.73301127127111

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank9individual94446.xyz -32362.0661 5.786784558640617 145.03878357409565
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank10individual33685.xyz -32333.8618 5.80003244746093 40.349784727263994
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank11individual32085.xyz -32324.2657 6.561245908814653 101.54791977571746
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank12individual96787.xyz -32316.1002 8.368254681088287 164.6338812273784
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank13individual9187.xyz -32311.7927 4.135329682169594 43.72200195617194

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank14individual14682.xyz -32304.6498 5.867109448954249 125.56934523862633
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank15individual57925.xyz -32288.0852 5.897034862906502 20.73501051467969
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank16individual6222.xyz -32267.0173 7.7756174719426046 91.77463280626003

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank17individual20029.xyz -32256.1332 6.298469592414644 158.37489807337914
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank18individual28323.xyz -32239.4519 7.569082504253697 92.62810766271876
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.9/rank19individual14689.xyz -32233.8972 7.696310509550709 99.95379667773054
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank0individual10409.xyz -32598.4569 8.940987182959718 124.5033147665768
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank1individual90564.xyz -32494.5059 8.213500795939707 94.36010559070421
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A.3. Full tables for ethyl pyruvate dimer data

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank2individual62637.xyz -32421.2261 5.819425015645126 94.52207895367702
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank3individual17367.xyz -32405.6474 9.062939391697634 148.79253524025154
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank4individual16703.xyz -32398.6544 7.613979714451637 155.2100660864976
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank5individual80960.xyz -32389.2771 7.492733505319402 114.4392217692984
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank6individual61067.xyz -32364.0814 6.5156666900702955 97.08092152414481
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank7individual12541.xyz -32351.4938 8.20573203745464 93.64230325042496
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank8individual3238.xyz -32347.7555 7.858471754926042 71.16469212348858

workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank9individual29738.xyz -32342.4594 6.164751337120746 121.07455718195445
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank10individual68764.xyz -32338.7319 6.196933273050696 132.03766021788744
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank11individual94349.xyz -32331.9877 4.957493638137457 157.4289847347388
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank12individual70417.xyz -32328.5867 6.165514833985392 143.0696230340952
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank13individual64291.xyz -32315.3774 6.724638827698239 134.85900677372905
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank14individual27840.xyz -32311.8081 4.960717389340434 116.26287793975062
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank15individual20471.xyz -32303.9723 8.711634862569275 174.12167406230185
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank16individual59890.xyz -32300.2605 4.791054498372248 130.84470988259181
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank17individual58340.xyz -32287.5907 5.260129017043115 47.06082886296502
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank18individual34190.xyz -32283.0264 4.896178572047459 161.70944398529323
workdir/ethylpyruvate_at_pt111.10/rank19individual41163.xyz -32274.3560 4.777068355281667 39.01378114854481
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